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Murray police make arrests in alleged
stolen property case, disorderly conduct
library described. The vehicle's driver, William T.
Reed, Murray, was arrested after the wallet and its
contents were recovered.
Reed was charged with receiving stolen property. He was still lodged in the Calloway County
Jail this morning on $500 cash bond.
On Thursday, officers responded at 12:43 a.m.
to a report of a fight taking place at the Murray
Place apartments. Following an investigation and
a brief foot pursuit, officers arrested John W.
Sanders, New Concord,for disorderly, conduct.
Sanders then struggled with officers after
being told he was under arrest, leading them to

spray him with OC spray and physically take him
into custody. This led to charges of alcohol intoxication, resisting arrest and criminal possession of
a forged instrument.
While being taken to the Calloway County
Jail, Sanders began kicking on the back door of
the police car he was confined in, causing damage
to the door's window frame. This led to his being
charged with second-degree criminal mischief.
Sanders was released from the Calloway
County Jail on $2.5(() cash bond.

House Democrats steamroll budget bill
Senate, which can substitute its own version. House
and Senate conferees will likely have to try to negotiate a compromise. The House's version would appropriate more than $14 billion from the state's General
Fund in the next two years.
The money were hardly mentioned.in the House,
the however. Nearly all the rhetoric was about the
In
process, they Democrats' gambit, which had been arranged in
the advance in a closed-door caucus.
took
A motion to cut off debate takes at least 51 votes.
extraordinary
step of cutting Democrats, who hold 66 of the House's 100 seats, preoff debate and vailed 62-35. The caucus held all but two of its memblocking
46 bers who were present Thursday — Reps. Tom Kerr of
proposed floor Taylor Mill and Tom Riner of Louisville, who voted
amendments, with 33 Republicans.
Cutting off debate was only half of the maneuver.
some of which dealt with politically risky or wrenching issues — human cloning, the death penalty and Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, who decides which
whether to allow the use of public money in guberna- bills get a vote, called up the budget bill introduced in
the House on Monday. not the "substitute" bill amendtorial campaigns.
The Republican minority, which especially wanted ed and approved by the House Appropriations and
to force a vote on campaign finance, was incensed. Revenue Committee on Tuesday.
"We have never done what we're doing here today,"
"What we're doing here today is the most arrogant
abuse of power I've ever witnessed," thundered said Republican rep. Danny Ford, a 20-year House
Minority Leader Jeff Hoover of Jamestown.
The executive branch budget bill now goes to the II See Page 2A
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Democrats who control
the Kentucky House steamrolled d budget bill to passage without amendments Thursday.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Now that the requests are on the
table, all Peter Whaley and the
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
can do is wait.
Whaley, who went before the
Calloway County Fiscal Court earlier this month with a funding
request, appeared before the Murray
City Council's finance committee
Thursday evening to explain the
financial dilemma the transit authority is currently facing and ask for an
increase in funding from the city.
Specifically, Whaley,the chair of
the transit authority board, is asking
the city council and fiscal court to
provide the transit authority with a
combined total of $45,000-$47,000
in funding for the next fiscal year.
The two entities provided the transit
authority with a combined total of
$9,000 last year.
"I think we've done a good job in
terms of managing the transit
authority, but we need more
reserves than in the past," Whaley
told the committee. "If you can't
fund it at thN level, you will close
the transit authority."
The finance committee is currently in the midst of preparing the
city's budget for the 2002-03 fiscal
year. A budget proposal is expected
to be completed by early next
month.
Whaley said that over the past
five years, the transit authority has
completely exhausted its supply of
reserve funds, spending over
$32,000 in reserves over the past
two years, trying to stay in operation.
One of the primary reasons for

the depletion of the reserve funds,
he said, is changes made in how the
state reimburses the transit authority
for the transportation of Medicaid
patients. Whaley said before the
system of Medicaid payments was
changed roughly five years ago, the
transit authority would receive nearly $80,000 from the state. That total
now, he said, has been nearly cut in
half.
Plus, Medicaid paperwork has
increased so much that the transit
authority now has to dedicate an
employee solely to taking care of it
all. That problem has been compounded by the fact that the payments the transit authority receives
from month to month are often
incorrect.
"We don't want any money that's
not ours, and we want all the money
that is ours," Whaley said. "I don't
think since the new system has gone
into effect that we've had a month
when it hasn't been over or under."
Whaley also said other transportation providers have cut into the
Medicaid pool that was once devoted almost entirely to the transit
authority.
From the time it was established
nearly 20 years ago, Whaley said
the transit authority has increased its
workload from approximately 4,700
passengers its first year to 47,000plus last year. Over that time, he
said, the city and county's economic contributions have remained vu-,
tually unchanged.
Whaley said the transit authority
received an operating grant last year
to keep it going. Even though city
and county contributions were not

•See Page 2A

To Remember

Bond modified
for suspended
1V1PD dispatcher
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A request to modify the bond of a
Murray
Police
suspended
Department dispatcher has been
approved by Calloway County
Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust.
Foust ruled April 11 that the bond
prohibiting
Angela
condition
Walker, 35, from driving be lifted.
The ruling contained a condition
that Walker have no violations of
the law, particularly in the area of
traffic offenses.
Walker was indicted by a
Calloway County grand jury in
March on four counts of wanton
endangerment and one count of fleeing and evading, both felonies. She
was ako indicted on charges of

II See Page 2A

JANET WALKERtedger & Times photo

LIGHTING MEMORIES ... Kellye Steele writes names on
luminary bags for next weekend's Relay for Life at Stewart
Stadium. The bags are for honoring people who have battled cancer. Bags can still be purchased by calling Kathy
Hodge at 436-2424 or by picking up forms at Area Bank or
The Murray Bank.
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THE WAY IT WAS ... Calloway County Middle Schoolers got a taste of life during the War Between the States Thursday, thanks
to Civil War re-enacters and informative presentations from park rangers from Fort Donelson in Tennessee. Above, a class
listens as Howard Crass, foreground, of the Tennessee Volunteers, and Sandy Forrest of the 7th and 3rd Kentucky Division
— both Confederate soldiers — talk about their clothing, bedding and weapons from that time period. Clothing women wore
during the late 1800s was also talked about and displayed by Meagan Wyatt. Mary Ann Niter and Kristen Parks. Classes also
listened to presentations on Fort Donelson which included Union and Confederate clothing, weapons, eating and drinking
utensils used by troops, surgical information and instruments used by field doctors, and a video on U.S. National Parks. The
groups were aiso scheduled to take a field trip today to Fort Donelso;-..
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History Lesson

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray police arrested a 23-year-old male and
a 20-year-old male Wednesday and Thursday,
respectively, in separate incidents.
At 10:32 a.m. Wednesday, officers responded
to a report of a theft at the Calloway County
Library. The victim, Kelly Douglas, told officers
that a male subject came into the library and took
a wallet from her purse.
Following a brief investigation, officers
stopped a vehicle at the corner of Fourth and
Poplar streets that matched one witnesses at the
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House Roll Call

Deal reached on
6-year farm bill
(AP)
—
WASHINGTON
Lawmakers have reached a tentative
agreement on a farm bill that would
boost agricultural spending by about
70 percent, marking a reversal of a
1996 law that was intended to wean
farmers from government support.
The market-oriented approach
instituted by the 1996 law never had
its intended effect. Commodity
prices collapsed in 1998, and

Congress has responded with a
series of annual bailouts to supplement regular subsidy programs.
Terms of the new six-year deal
were sketchy, and lawmakers said
Thursday night it remains subject to
change pending some final negotiations and revisions in cost estimates.
"I'll tell you who wins: the
American farmer," said Rep. Larry
Combest, R-Texas.

Transit ...
put in the middle."
In other business, the council:
enough to provide the necessary
• Heard a report from Roger
matching funds to receive the grant, Stapleton,
of
coordinator
Whaley said the authority applied Kentucky's Main Street program.
for it anyway, using its reserve Stapleton informed the council
funds to cover the difference.
that the Murray Main Street pro"I knew we had reserves to cover gram will soon be in consideration
it," he said. "This year, we don't for designation as a Great
have it."
American Main Street program.
Whaley, who will be stepping
• Accepted a recommendation
down from the transit board in June, from the
Planning
Murray
also said the city and county would Commission for the city to accept
gain virtually nothing if they maintenance for Opportunity
allowed the transit authority vehi- Drive, a road in the new
cles and possessions to be sold, Brandwood Park subdivision
since 90 percent of the profits from located off Poor Farm Road.
those items would go to the federal
• Accepted a bid from Crouch
government.
Construction Associates to begin
While he is requesting funding renovations on the Walnut Plaza
from two separate entities, Whaley building, the future site of Murray's
said it is not the desire of the transit City Hall.
authority to use the city or county
• Approved the introduction of
against each other to obtain the nec- an ordinance prohibiting parking
essaiy funding.
on the north side of Northwood
"I don't think it's our job to Drive from North Fourth Street to
barter," he said. "I don't want to be Highway 641 North.

From Front

ED REINKE AP Photo
WONDER WHAT'S ON TV TONIGHT? ... Sen. Tim Shaughnessy,
D-Louisville, looks to the skylights in the top of the Senate
chamber as he listens to debate during action Wednesday in the
General Assembly's special session in Frankfort, Ky. Legislators
continued to work toward a budget agreement.

General Assembly still apart
on issue of campaign finance
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky House and Senate remain
miles apart on a budget bill because

nated by Murray Ledger & Times
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By The Associated Press
The 70-9 vote Thursday by
which the Kentucky House passed
House Bill 1, the executive branch
budget. Voting yes were 63
Democrats and 7 Republicans.
Voting no were 1 Democrats and 8
Republicans. Not voting were 2
Democrats and 19 Republicans.
DEMOCRATS FOR
J. Adams, R Adams, Adkins, A.
Arnold, J. Arnold, Ballard,
Barrows, Bather, C Belcher, L.
Belcher,
Branham,
Bruce,
Buckingham, Burch, De. Butler.
Callahan, Cherry, Childers. L
Clark, P. Clark, Coleman, Collins,
Crenshaw, Damron, Denham,
Geveden, Gooch, Graham, Gray.
Hall, Hoffman, Horlander, Jenkins,
J. Lee, Lindsay, Marzian, McKee,
Meeks, C. Miller, Moberly, Nelson,
Nesler, Palumbo, Pasley, Pullin,
Rasche, Richards, Riggs, Riner,
Scott, Simpson, Sims, Stacy,
Stein,
Stumbo.
Thomas,
Thompson, Wayne, Weaver.
Webb, Westrom. Wilkey. Yonts.
DEMOCRATS AGAINST
T. Kerr.
DEMOCRATS NOT VOTING
Bowling, Haydon
REPUBLICANS FOR
Colter, Draud, Heleringer,
Napier, Nunn, Siler, Stewart.
REPUBLICANS AGAINST
Baugh, Bratcher, Feeley.
Fischer, Marcotte, Reinhardt,
Vincent, Walton.
REPUBLICANS NOT VOTING
Allen, Brinkman. Dw Butler.
Corner, Cornett, Crall, Crimm,
DeWeese, Ford, Hoover, S Lee.
Mobley, Rader. Smith. Tapp,
Treesh, J.L. Turner, T. Turner,
Upchurch.

of the House's insistence on earmarking $9 million for use in next
year's governor's race, a top leader
said Friday.
That appropriation was part of a
budget bill the House passed on
Thursday. In a rarely used parliamentary maneuver, Democrats who
control the House permitted no
amendments to the bill and cut off
debate.
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Sen. David Williams
checkmated
That
House
Republicans, who had drafted
amendments to repeal Kentucky's
10-year-old system of partial public
financing and wanted to force
Democrats into taking a public vote.
Senate President David Williams,
R-Burkesville, said the Senate
would rewrite the House's bill to use
the money instead to pay for raises
for "classified" school employees
such as teacher aides, cafeteria
workers and bus drivers.
"At this juncture, there's overwhelming opposition to any funds"
being used for campaign financing,
Williams said in a joint news conference with House Speaker Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green.
The Senate did the same thing
during the General Assembly's
annual session — eliminating an
appropriation for campaign financing and earmarking the money for
education pay raises instead.
The session ended April 15 without a budget being enacted. Gov.
Paul Patton called the legislature
back to Frankfort in a special session that began Monday.

The 62-35 vote Thursday by
which the Kentucky House cut off
debate on House Bill 1, the executive branch budget bill. Voting
yes were 62 Democrats and 0
Republicans. Voting no were 2
Democrats and 33 Republicans.
Not voting were 2 Democrats and
1 Republicans.
DEMOCRATS FOR
J. Adams, R. Adams. Adkins, A
Arnold, J. Arnold, Ballard.
Barrows, Bather, C. Belcher. L.
Bruce,
Belcher,
Branham.
Buckingham, Burch, De. Butler,
Callahan, Cherry, Childers, L.
Clark, P. Clark. Coleman, Collins,
Crenshaw. Damron, Denham,
Geveden, Gooch. Graham, Gray,
Hall, Hoffman, Horlander, Jenkins.
J. Lee, Lindsay, Marzian, McKee,
Meeks, C. Miller, Moberly, Nelson,
Nesler, Palumbo, Pasley, Pullin,
Rasche. Richards, Riggs, Scott,
Simpson, Sims, Stacy. Stein,
Stumbo. Thomas, Thompson.
Wayne, Weaver, Webb, Westrom,
Wilkey, Yonts.
DEMOCRATS AGAINST
T. Kerr, Amer.
DEMOCRATS NOT VOTING
Bowling, Haydon.
REPUBLICANS AGAINST
Bratcher,
Allen,
Baugh.
Brinkman, Dw. Butler. Colter,
Comer, Cornett. Crall, Crimm,
DeWeese, Draud. Feeley, Fischer,
Ford, Heleringer, Hoover, S. Lee,
Marcotte, Mobley, Napier, Nunn,
Rader, Reinhardt, Siler, Smith,
Stewart, Tapp, Treesh, T. Turner,
Upchurch, Vincent, Walton.
REPUBLICANS NOT VOTING
J.L. Turner.
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•Bond ...
From Front
speeding and driving under the
influence.
Walker was suspended from her
•position with the police department
without pay following the indictments. Murray Police Chief John
Knight was also indicted in March
on misdemeanor charges stemming
from Walker's arrest.
A motion by Walker's attorney,
Steve Sanders, to dismiss the indictments against her was denied by
Foust in the April 11 ruling.
Walker has entered not guilty
pleas to all charges against her.

READ THE
COMMUNITY
PAGE DAILY
•

From Front
veteran from Mount Vernon. "We're
setting a terrible precedent."
Other Republicans weighed in.
Russ
Mobley
of
Rep.
Campbellsville called it "a slap in
the face of representative government." Rep. Stan Lee of Lexington
said Democrats were "sticking it to
the taxpayers."
Heleringer
of
Rep. Bob
Louisville said the Democrats'
maneuver meant that the 71 House
members who are not on
Appropriations and Revenue had no
voice in making the budget.
"I hope we never again hear any
speeches on the House floor about
the sanctity of the committee system," Heleringer said — an allusion
to Stumbo. "This is the antithesis of
the committee system."
The vote to pass the budget was
70-9. Eighteen who were present, all
Republicans, did not vote.
Enacting a budget is the only task
the Kentucky Constitution requires
of the General Assembly. The legislature's annual session ended last
week without a budget because of a
partisan impasse over campaign
finance — the partial public financing of gubernatorial campaigns.
Gov. Paul Patton called the legislature into special session on Monday
to try again.
' Public financing has been used
but once, in the 1995 governor's
race, but Republicans sense that it is
unpopular. They have hammered on
it all week, especially in the Senate,
which has a 20-18 Republican
majority. Senate Republicans themselves strong-armed a budget bill
during the annual session, refusing
to allow Democrats to file floor
amendments.
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Israelis hold one Palestinian youth who left Bethlehem church
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BETHLEHEM, West Bank (AP)
— Israeli troops re-entered a West
Bank town to grab several suspected
militants Friday, while eight
Palestinian youths who walked out of
the besieged Church of the Nativity
were allowed to go home after a night
in Israeli detention. A ninth teen-ager
was kept in custody.
The Israeli raid of the West Bank
town of Qalqiliya was part of a new
stage in Israel's campaign against
Palestinian militants, after a threeweek military offensive during which
troops occupied six of eight West
Bank towns.
Israel has said it would no longer
rely on the Palestinian Authority to
go after suspected militants, and
would send troops into Palestinianrun areas whenever there tx as information about suspects. That would
mean the boundaries between Israeliand Palestinian-controlled areas in
the West Bank have been blurred.
In Friday's incursion, about IS
armored vehicles rolled into
Qalqiliya, and soldiers went directly
to the homes of suspected militants.
arresting three. Others had gone into
hiding. Palestinian officials said. Two
dozen more Palestinians were arrested in villages around Qalqiliya.
Troops would remain in Qalqiliya
"until the mission is completed," a
statement said Friday.
"We have no choice but to launch
these incursions to prevent attacks,"
said Israeli Defense Minister
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer. "There is no
intention on our part to remain here."
At Bethlehem's Church of the
Nativity, there were growing signs
that Israeli-Palestinian negotiations

on ending a 24-day standoff were
reaching their final phase. More than
200 Palestinians, including about 30
militiamen, have been holed up
inside one of Christianity's holiest
shrines since April 2, surrounded by
Israeli troops.
The dispute has been narrowed
down to whether six wanted
Palestinians in the church will be
escorted to Gaza, as the Palestinians
propose, or be sent into exile, as
Israel demands, said Palestinian
negotiator Salah Taarneri, who was to
meet Saturday with Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat to discuss the
deal.
On Thursday, nine Palestinians,
ages 14 to 20, left the church, bringing with them two rotting corpses, in
an agreement with the Israelis. Eight
were allowed to go home Friday,
after a night of questioning by Israeli
forces. A ninth, 16-year-old Hamza
el-Hmur, was kept in custody, with
military officials saying the youth
would be further interrogated, and
may be released if his offenses were
deemed minor.
Mohammed Habib, 15, one of the
nine youths, said soldiers questioned
him and the others closely about the
identity of the Palestinian militants
holed up in the church.
In the Gaza Strip, Palestinians
said a woman was shot and killed by
Israeli forces early Friday near the
Gaza-Egypt border. The Israeli military said Palestinians attacked Israeli
soldiers with gunfire, grenades and a
mortar shell in a battle that lasted for
several hours.
Meanwhile, Israel was preparing
for the weekend arrival of a U.N.

CRAWFORD, Texas (API —
President Bush and Saudi Crown
Prince Abdullah tried to breathe new
life into Abdullah's Mideast peace
initiative, a point of agreement in a
relationship tarnished by disputes

over terrorism and the IsraeliPalestinian crisis itself.
No concrete progress resulted
from the five-hour session on
Bush's ranch Thursday, but both
camps said that by building a per-
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Davd Guttenfelder AP Phot(

STAND OFF ... Under the watchful eye of Israeli soldiers behind a tank. foreground. Palestinian
youths form a line after they walked out of the Church of the Nativity in the West Bank town of
Bethlehem, Thursday. Nine youths walked out of the church accompanied by two monks, left, and
carrying two corpses out on stretchers, unseen. It was the largest group to leave the church in
the three-week standoff.
over the assassins of Israeli Cabinet
Minister Rehavam Zeevi.
Instead, the four suspects were put

on trial in Arafat's office, with police
serving as lawyers and judges. After
a one-day makeshift session, they

Bush, Abdullah try to renew peace effort

NG

e're

fact-finding team that is to look into
eight days of fighting in the Jenin
refugee camp. Palestinians allege a
massacre took place, while Israel
says it fought an intense battle with
Palestinian gunmen, and it did all it
could to avoid civilian casualties.
Ben-Eliezer's adviser, Yarden
Vatikay, declined comment on
reports that Israel was seeking immunity for army officers who testify to
the team in case any criminal charges
result from the investigation.
The Israelis want the team to meet
victims of Palestinian terror attacks,
and wants the right by both sides to
review the team's report for comment
before it is submitted to U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, Israel
Radio said.
In Ramallah, Palestinian security
officials said soldiers threw grenades
Friday near the building to which
Arafat has been confined since the
start of the Israeli offensive. The
Israeli military had no immediate
comment.
Israel's policy of isolating Arafat
appeared to be unraveling. A line of
diplomats' has visited the embattled
Palestinian leader in recent days. On
Thursday, the Turkish and Greek foreign ministers entered the compound.
The two, representing countries that
were traditional enemies, are on a
joint mission to show that rivals can
overcome their differences.
The Palestinian news agency
Wafa said Arafat showed them the
damage caused to his office by Israeli
gunfire and described the difficulties
faced by the Palestinians.
As a condition to lifting the siege,
Israel is demanding that Arafat turn

PEACE TALKS .. President Bush. left, poses with a waving
Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah, right, during the tatter's arrival at
Bush's ranch Thursday in Crawford. Texas.

sonal relationship, the two leaders
had made progress in improving
U.S.-Saudi relations and perhaps the
Mideast peace process.
"I'm convinced that the stronger
our personal bond is, the more likely it is relations between our (countries) will be strong," Bush said after
the two toured his ranch and dined
on pecan-encrusted smoked beef
tenderloin.
The relationship between the
United States and the desert kingdom has seen more conflict than
cooperation recently, and the crown
prince delivered a stem warning to
Bush that his support for Israel was
damaging prospects for Mideast
peace and undermining U.S. credibility in the Arab world.
"America is a country that was
based on justice and freedom and
doing what's right. America should
pursue those principles in its foreign
policies," the crown prince told
Bush, according to Abdullah's foreign policy adviser, Adel Al-Jubeir.
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon "is doing great harm to
America's credibility in the Arab
and Muslim world," he said in a
telephone interview.
Abdullah urged Bush to pressure
Israel to free Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat from house arrest, and
"explained to the president the dangers of the continuing stalemate and
the importance of negotiating with
the Palestinians," AI-Jubeir said.
"This is the closest ally of the
United States from the Arab world,
who has communicated to the presi-

German student opens fire inside school
ERFURT, Germany (AP) - A
recently expelled student and a second gunman opened fire inside a
school Friday. leaving 18 peopTt?'
dead and at least six others injured.
police said.
Earlier, police said two teachers
and a police officer who rushed to
the scene were killed in the rampage.
Police said the former student.

who was kicked out of school several weeks ago, was among the dead.
It was unclear whether the second
gunman was also among the dead.
The April 1999 shooting at
Columbine
High School in
Littleton, Colo., killed 13 people —
12 students and a teacher. The two
teen-age gunmen, both students at
the school, committed suicide.
With an undetermined number of

students trapped inside the Johann
Gutenberg Gymnasium, police
commandos were sent into the
building in a residential area of the
eastern city of Erfurt to try to get
them out and hunt down the
assailants.
Shocked and upset students who
fled the shooting reported seeing a
man dressed all in black roaming
the hallways with a gun

dent that Arab-American relations
are on the brink of instability,- said
Clovis Maksoud. former Arab
League ambassador to the United
States and the United Nations.
Bush went no further after the
meeting than repeating his demand
that "all parties- -- Israelis,
Palestinians and Arab neighbors --have "responsibilities'. in pushing
for peace..
Nevertheless. Abdullah decided
to remain in the United States for a
couple more days
a sign that the
crown prince did not view the session as fruitless.
But James h. Akins. a former
ambassador to Saudi Arabia, said he
saw no movement in the stated purpose of the meeting: .advancing
Mideast peace.

were sentenced to terms ranging
from one to 18 years, Palestinian officials said.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
BURGER NIGHT
at the Bakery- One Night Only
Relay For Life Fundraiser
April 26 • 4:00 p.m. - ?
$5.00 per plate
Includes Sammons Burger. French Fries. Dessert & Drink

We will take call in/to go orders.

ro:

SAMMON'S BAKERY 753-5434

jj

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors®

Greer
Houston

Serving the Nashville Area
4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
Bus 615-383-0183 Ext. 119
FAX 615-353-6583

1-800-218-3557
Mobile 615-406-5937
GreerHoustoneeompuserve.com

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

CANDIDATES OPEN
HOUSE

5.00%

There ‘‘ ill he an open house for the following count\ wide
candidates in the May Primary Election at:

(April, 2002)

Murray Woman's Club House
Tuesday, April 30th
7:00 p.m.• Doors will open at 6:00 p.m.
Located at 704 Vine Street

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00%. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

Tht following candidates have
been invited:
CORONER,CIRCUIT CLERK,
JAILER,SHERIFF,
COUNTY ATTORNEY'
AND JUDGE EXECUTIVE
Another open house will be held in the tail
for City Council candidates and those
oft ice. which have opposition.

Ad #99ANN006

SNAPPER SALE!
14.5 HP. 38- Twin Blade Deck. Headlight,.
4-Ply Tires
c),,
- c1 $2,299.00
NOW

For a Sheriff's
Department You
Can Depend On

$

1 79900
10 HP Electric Start
287 H/Vac Deck w/Cirass Catcher
Reg $185900

Lifelong Calloway
County Resident

NOW $

0
Perfect Service Record

1449°°

SNAPPER

0
Endorsed by Sheriff Stan Scott

Your Authorized Snapper Dealer
.
I

www lartyrobertsforsherolf co

10 HI' Electric Start 30- Deck
200
R.

4.11••••••

TUC,.

auir,

NOW

1649

9449°°

East Main Street • 753-8201

•

Sale Ends April 30
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Abuse victims skeptical of
Vatican summit on
scandal in Catholic church
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
For victims of clerical sex abuse, the
communique U.S. prelates issued after their
Vatican summit ended was more significant
for what was not said than for what was.
There was no pledge to publicly disclose
the names of Roman Catholic priests who
molest children, no promise to immediately
report abuse claims to law enforcement
authorities and no specifics on helping victims.
"This is damage control," said Peter
Isely. a Milwaukee psychotherapist who
says he was molested by a priest as a teenager.
"They have not met with us. The pope
has not met with us. He needs to hear what
has been done to victims and their families.
That would be acting in a Christlike way."
The American delegation announced
Wednesday it will recommend moving more
quickly to defrock any priest who has
become a "serial predator" of minors, but it
stopped short of a zero-tolerance policy to
dismiss all abusive priests.
The church leaders also will ask the
United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops at their June meeting to approve
national standards in abuse cases that will be
imposed on every bishop and diocese. Each
diocese now acts autonomously when such
cases arise.
Pope John Paul II also called sex abuse a
crime. and expressed solidarity with victims
and their families.
Yet the meeting did little to ease the frustration victims feel.
Some wanted the church to ensure errant
priests register as sex offenders. Isely, noting the church has treatment centers for abusive priests, wanted the U.S. bishops to create a national treatment center for victims as
well.
Janet Patterson of Conway Springs. Kan..
sought more accountability for church leaders. She blames the 1999 suicide of her 29year-old son, Eric, on abyse by their parish
priest when he was 12.
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Cardinal Bernard Law

SANTIAGO LYONS/AP Photo
STRONG WORDS ... Pope John Paul II delivers his address as unidentified bishops and cardinals look on in St. Peter's
Square at the Vatican during Wednesday's general audience,. Using the strongest language yet decrying abuse both
as a sin and a crime, Pope John Paul II laid out the agenda at a closed-doors summit which began Tuesday with
American cardinals, confronting the sex abuse scandal that has shaken the American faithful.

She remains bitter that Catholic officials
in her diocese knew of abuse allegations siderable progress" toward protecting chilagainst the priest, yet alerted no parish- dren. But since January, when Boston
ioners. The priest was sentenced to prison Cardinal Bernard Law acknowledged he
for abuses in a different town.
allowed a serial pedophile priest to continue
"The way they could restore my trust is if to serve, Gregory said that sense of progress
they made a real confession about the cover- "has been all but wiped out."
up and the fact that they deliberately withSome critics have called for Law's resigheld information from people who were try- nation. Boston archdiocese spokeswoman
ing to get help for their children,- Patterson Donna Morrissey said that issue was never
said. "They deliberately circled the wagons discussed during the meetings between the
and kept -everything in-house."
pope and the American cardinals.
In '1992, U.S. bishops responded to a
The Rev. Christopher Coyne, another
wave of abuse lawsuits by developing Boston archdiocese spokesman, said Law
guidelines for handling molestation claims. did not attend the Vatican's news conference
but those were nonbinding.
Wednesday because "he didn't want the
Bishop Wilton Gregory, president of the issue to be about him, he wanted it to be
bishops' conference, said church leaders about the conference, and what all the cardiwere confident they had been Making "con-

The following is an editorial published by The Daily
Independent newspaper in Ashland, ky., and provided by the Associated Press. This editorial is not to be

mistaken as representing a position taken by The
Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:

nals were trying to do."
Terrie Light, who won a $40,000 settlement from the Oakland Diocese after revealing a priest abused her when she was 8, felt
some of the actions the prelates recommended seemed obvious.
"You need to make these priests accountable. No kidding," Light said. "The work
that they should have been doing and need
to start doing is taking care of victims.
They're not talking about that."
The bishops Wednesday also issued a letter to American priests expressing their
regret for failing to prevent the sex abuse
scandal.
William Barnett, chairman of religious
studies at LeMoyne College, a Jesuit school

in Syracuse. N.Y., said that was a good
move because church leaders need to rebuild
trust among clergy, not just parishioners.
"Many of the priests in the American
church feel offended by the fact that people
regard them with suspicion even in public,"
Barnett said. "I think they're very offended
at the way at which the hierarchy fumbled
the ball."
Light said victims' faith will only be
restored when they have a greater role in
devising diocese programs to prevent abuse
and handle cases of molestation.
"They need to bring in people whose
lives are shattered," Light said. "The real
experts are us.-
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Irony of Ironies
Grant County Judge-Executive Darrell
Link was quick to recognize the irony of the
solid waste bill approved by the Kentucky
General Assembly: To pay for cleaning of the
messes caused by those who illegally dispose
of their trash, Kentuckians who properly dispose of their solid waste in approved landfills
are going to be paying more.
The bill — approved on the final day of the
2002 General Assembly — imposes a $1.75
fee on each ton of trash deposited at permitted landfills in Kentucky. That increase is
expected to add about 30 cents to 35 cents to
monthly residential garbage collection bills.
To be sure, the additional dumping costs
are called a "fee" instead of a "tax" and they
will be not be directly assessed on residential
and commercial customers. But rest assured
that those costs will be passed onto customers and the additional amount they will
be paying each month will feel more like a
tax than a fee.

Another $3 or $4 a year is a small price to
pay if it will rid Kentucky of illegal dumps.
But it won't. While the bill allocates money
to clean up old municipal landfills (which is
needed)and illegal garbage dumps, it does
little to discourage irresponsible Kentuckians
who cause the problem.
Only those counties that have taken steps
toward cleaning themselves up will get state
help to clean up old dumps, but other than
that, there is little in this bill that will prevent
illegal dumps from quickly returning once
they are cleaned up. In the same way, the bill
allocated $5 million a year from the state road
fund to clean up litter but does little to discourage littering.
Instead of attacking the source of
Kentucky's trash problem, it attacks the
results. Until all Kentucky residences and
businesses are required to have their waste
picked up by an approved hauler, illegal
dumps will continue to plague this state. ...

Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at
270-753-1927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number! For questions, call Eric Walker at
753-1916, ext. 21.

ALICE ROUSE

ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor

Publisher

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher Emeritus
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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House moving toward restructuing INS
By JESSE J. HOLLAND
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Attorney General John Ashcroft
called on the
House Thursday
to abolish the
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service. but said
the White House
would likely work
the
with
Democratic-con Ashcroft trolled Senate to
get a plan more to
its liking.
"This is not the end of the journey.- the attorney general said as
debate began in the GOP-controlled
Flouse. -This is an important first
step essential to the journey's end,
but not sufficient to get us there."
Ashcroft and the White House
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endorsed an INS breakup bill by the
House Judiciary Committee chairman, Rep. James Sensenbrenner.
just before the debate began on the
House floor. The Wisconsin
Republican predicted passage by a
huge bipartisan vote.
The overhaul would scrap the
INS and create one agency to
enforce laws and keep out unqualified people and another to smoothe
the way to possible citizenship for
legal immigrants. The new agencies
would stay under Ashcroft's control
at the Justice Department.
"We are committed to ending the
INS as we know it." Ashcroft said.
That is seen as vital by many in
Congress because of a series of foulups. Notice of previously approved
visa extensions for two of the 19
Sept. II hijackers was mailed
months after the attacks: a government aviation newsletter was still

being mailed to another hijacker
long after his death. Although all 19
came on valid visas, several were
illegally in the country at the time of
the attacks.
The Bush administration originally wanted to divide the INS functions administratively while keeping
the agency intact. That plan has not
been warmly received in Cagress,
and Sensenbrenner's committee
approved the breakup plan two
weeks ago on a 32-2 vote.
The White House now supports
Sensenbrenner's bill but says it
needs some work. A Senate hill
already is in the Works and administration officials will likely talk to
senators to get changes they want.
Ashcroft said.
"I think all the parties here understand that the way you get laws done
in the United States is ihat we all
work together," Ashcroft said.

The administration wants the
new immigration agencies' boss,
who would be an associate attorney
general, to have as much power as
the current INS commissioner. The
White House also wants Congress
not to limit whom the president can
appoint to run the agencies.
The House bill would require the
new associate attorney general to
have a minimum five years' experience running "a large and complex
organization.
"There are several improvements
we would like to see in the legislation, but we share a common goal
and believe that Congress needs to
get this done," White House
spokesman Scott McClellan said.
The immigration service has
been criticized for years because of
huge backlogs of applications for
benefits such as naturalization or
permanent residence.
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Lisa 'Left Eye' Lopez of TLC dies in car accident

Deaths
Mr. Ruel Earl Garland
Mr. Ruel Earl Garland, 93, Murray, died Thursday, April 25, 2002, at
8:18 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he was a member of the Carpenters Local union 357
for 45 years and a member of First Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Gertie Mae McDougal Garland;
parents, Rufus and Alice Garland; daughter-in-law, Beverly Stout Garland;
eight brothers and two sisters.
Mr. Garland is survived by two sons, Marshall Garland, Murray, and
Kenneth Garland and wife Lena, Kennett, Mo.; three grandchildren, Gregg
Garland and wife Cathy. Murray, Lance Garland and wife Laura,
Charleston, S.C., and Kenneth A. Garland, Phoenix, Texas; and two greatgrandchildren, Katie and Jordan Garland, both of Murray.
Graveside services will be Saturday, April 27, 2002, at 2 p.m. at Murray
City Cemetery. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today, April 26, at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Mr. Lynn Croley
Mr. Lynn Croley,49, Benton, died Tuesday, April 23, 2002, at 9 a.m. at
his home.
A heavy equipment operator, he was a member of the Local Operators
Union, Ducks Unlimited and Pleasant Hope Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his father, Junior Croley.
Mr. Croley is survived by his wife, Debbie Cope Croley, Benton; mother, Martha Smith Croley, Benton; two sons, Jason Croley, Calvert City, and
Josh Croley, Benton; three brothers, Charles and Roger Croley, both of
Benton, and Dorse Croley, Calvert City; and one sister, Donna Gorham,
Benton.
Funeral services will be Saturday, April 27, 2002, at 11 a.m. at Collier
Funeral Home. Rev. Wallace Smith, Rev. Jeremy Short and Rev. Tim
Franklin will officiate. Burial is to follow at Fairdealing Cemetery.
Visitation is after 6 p.m. today, April 26, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to the
American Lung Association.

Mrs. Ethel Mae Paschall Stroud
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Mrs. Ethel Mae Paschall Stroud,90, Dowling Park, Fla., died Thursday,
April 25, 2002, in Dowling Park.
Born September 14, 1911 in Calloway County, she was a graduate of
Murray State University and taught school at Hazel before beginning her
42-year career as a home economist for both Kentucky and Florida extension services.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Clinton Ross and Neva Ellis
Paschall; first husband, Henry Thompson;second husband, George Stroud;
two sisters, Nina Esther Craig and Mary Viola McReynolds; one brother,
Ellis Ross Paschall; on nephew, Robert Ross Craig and one niece, Ann
Paschall Wilson.
Mrs. Stroud is survived by her sister-in-law, Imogene Erwin Paschall;
two nieces, Minnie Alice Craig and Jeanette Paschall Furchess and husband Harry; one nephew, Tommy Ellis Paschall and wife Elaine; all of
Calloway County; and several great-nieces and great-nephews.
Graveside services will be Saturday, April 27, 2002, at 11 a.m. at South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Rev. Scott Alford will officiate.
No public visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery Fund, in the care of James Euel Erwin,
941 Brandon Road, Hazel, Ky. 42049.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mr. David M. Holland
Mr. David M. Holland, 50, Flintville, Tenn., formerly of Marshall County, died Wednesday, April 24,
2002, at 4:40 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
A mechanic and welder for Caldwell Tanks, he was
a member of Rosebower Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his father, Woodrow
Holland, and brother, Timothy Allen Holland.
Mr. Holland is survived by his wife, Lisa Kennedy
Holland, Flintville, Tenn.; mother, Lois Harris
Holland, Calvert City; son, David M. Holland, Jr.,
Holland
Columbia, Tenn.; daughter, Crystal Nicole Bow,
Columbia, Tenn.; grandson. Christopher Boagr, Columbia; two sisters,
Connie Diane Norwine, Benton, and Lecia Ellen Thomas, Kuttawa; and
two brothers, Bradley Weston Holland, Breman, Ga., and Mark Scott
Holland, Calvert City.
Funeral services will be at II a.m. Saturday, April 27, 2002, at FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home. Rev. John Terry will officiate and burial will
follow in the Calvert City Cemetery.
Friends may call the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Dr. Dana S. Koym
announces the opening of

SOUTH MARSHALL
ANIMAL CLINIC
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The duties ofa Sheriff
are not limited to
law enforcement.
The next Sheriff
needs
a strong business
background.

ATLANTA (AP)- Lisa "Left
Eye" Lopes, the effervescent,
sometimes volatile rapping member of the Grammy-winning trio
TLC, was killed in a car crash in
Honduras, her record company said
early Friday.
Lopes, who would have turned
31 next month, was in the Central
American nation for a vacation,
Arista Records' senior vice president of publicity Laura Swanson
told The Associated Press. Lopes
was reportedly among seven people in the car Thursday night and
the only fatality.
"No words can possibly express
the sorrow and sadness I feel for
this most devastating loss," said
Arista president L.A. Reid, who
helped shape the career of the
Atlanta-based R&B group, one of
the best-selling female groups in
history.
"Lisa was not only a gifted and
talented musical inspiration, but
more importantly, she was like a
daughter to me. My thoughts and
prayers are with Lisa's family and
friends. Her legacy will be remembered forever."
The location of the car crash
was not immediately determined. It
was unclear whether she was wearing a seatbelt.
TLC, which also includes
Tionne "T-Boz" Watkins and

Prosecuters: Blake won't face
death penalty if convicted
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Actor Blake and Caldwell have both
Robert Blake won't face the death pleaded innocent.
penalty if he is convicted of killing
Bakley's sister, Margerry
his wife, prosecutors said.
Bakley, told the Los Angeles
The Los Angeles County dis- Times that she was content with
trict attorney's office announced the decision.
Thursday that it will ask for a sen"It doesn't lessen the charge,"
tence of life in prison without pos- she said Thursday. "He's still facsibility of parole.
ing life in prison with no parole if
"It was the right decision and convicted."
they made it early and quickly and
Loyola University Law School
ended the speculation," said professor Laurie Levinson said the
Harland Braun, Blake's attorney. decision, made by a 13-member
"This indicates it will be a profes- committee of the DA's office, was
sional trial and it will be some- not surprising.
thing'that the county will be proud
"Traditionally, this district
of."
attorney's office does not seek the
Blake, 68, is accused of fatally death penalty in domestic murder
shooting Bonny Lee Bakley, 44, in cases. Also he has no prior record,
his car outside a restaurant on May he's 68 years old, and it doesn't
4, 2001. He also is accused of two hurt him that he's a celebrity."
counts of solicitation of murder, Levinson said.
conspiracy and the special circumThe speed of the decision was
stance of lying in wait.
seen as a reflection of prosecutors'
His bodyguard, Earle Caldwell, eagerness to move the case to trial
46, is charged with conspiracy. swiftly.

Spring garden tour program planned
St. John's Episcopal Church
Memorial Garden's Annual Spring
Garden Tour and Program will be
Sunday, April 28, beginning at 4
p.m. with an evening prayer service
in the Memorial Garden.
The event will continue with a
garden tour and refreshments at 4:30
p.m. and then conclude with guest
speaker John Pollpeter, environmental education specialist at Land
Between the Lakes. Pollpeter will
speak at 5:15 p.m. on "Attracting
Backyard Wildlife with Native
Plants."
The annual event offers a look at

LOOK
into the unique
advantages of a
Flexible Premium
Deferred Annuity
with a 2% Bonus.
(Policy LA-06J)

4.75%

Current
Interest
Rate'

Plus

2.011%
6.75

Bonus
Interest
Rate-

'Current rate subject to change
Rate at time of issue is
guaranteed for first 12 months
-2% Bonus interest applies to
first 12 months only

Vote For The Candidate With 35 Years
Business Experience

AMOS"MOE"
MCCARTY
A Man of the Community,for the Community.
Paid for by Amos McCarty

Rozonda "Chilli" disc included the No. I hit "Creep"
Thomas, were the and won them the first two of their
group behind such four Grammy Awards.
hits
The band also soon became
as
"Waterfall," "No know for its flashy, hyper videos
Scrubs"
and and picked up a clutch of MTV
"Unpretty." Their Video awards. Lopes even served
lineit th I latest album was
as a host for MTV's daily show,
'The Cut."
Lopez "FanMail."
"We had all
But with success came enough
grown up together and were as turmoil to fill a VH1 "Behind the
close as a family," the surviving Music" special. The trio declared
bandmates said in a statement bankruptcy a few years ago, citing
Friday. "Today we have truly lost poorly structured recording conour sister."
tracts.
The group made its debut in
In 1994, Lopes pleaded guilty to
1992 with the disc "O00000h ... On arson in a fire that destroyed the
the TLC Tip!" Their unique sound, mansion of former Atlanta Falcons
which paired Watkins and Thomas' receiver Andre
Rison, her
vocals with Philadelphia-born boyfriend. Lopes was sentenced to
Lopes' fast-paced, squeaky-voiced a halfway house and five years prorhymes, made them an immediate bation, plus a $10,000 fine.
sensation, along with their baggy,
Lopes admitted she started the
condom-attached wardrobe.
fire after an argument with Rison.
Lopes' nickname came from her The mansion was valued at more
habit of replacing one lens of her than $I million. The two later
glasses with a condom during per- broke up, only to reunite and break
formances.
up again. However, last year they
In 1994, the band returned with announced plans to marry.
"CrazySexyCool" - Lopes was
Watkins was hospitalized severdubbed the "crazy" member of the al times, suffering from sickle cell
group, Thomas the "sexy" one and anemia and infighting among
Watkins the "cool" one. The group members also was reported.
quadruple platinum album saw the In 2000, after the release of the
women abandon their sometimes triple-platinum disc "Fanmail,"
gimmicky image to evolve into a Lopes publicly challenged Watkins
critically acclaimed group. The and Thomas to put out solo albums,
ArtIr

TAX-DEFERRED
EARNINGS

Investments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

10058.09+23.03
Dos Jones Ind. 4% g.
Air Products
47.68 - 0.21
AOL Time Warner
19.26 - 0.23
AT&T
13.59 + 0.10
Bell South
32.37 + 0.10
Briggs & Stratton
19.97 + 0.02
Bristol Myers Squibb 29.25 - 0.64
Caterpillar
53.90 + 0.30
Chevron Texaco Corp
85.43 - 0.47
Daimler Chrysler
46.57 + 0.48
Dean Foods
35.34 - 0.17
Exxon-Mobil
40.48 - 0.06
Ford Motor
1633 + 0.01
General Electric
32.45 + 0.40
General Motors
65.10 + 0.25
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR 49.8I + 0.63
Goodrich
.32.07 - 0.01
Goodyear
22.84 + 0.04
HopFed Banks
11.75 B 11.89 A
BM
86.70 - 0.01
Ingersoll Rand
50.03 + 0.45
Intel
29.17 + 0.08
Kroger
22.57 + 0.03
LucciIit Tech
4.73 - 0.09
Mattel
20.97 - 0.28
McDonalds
28.26 - 0.07
Merck
64.36 - 0.53
Microsoft
53.70 - 0.03
J.C. Penney
21.88 + 0.03
Pepsico, Inc
62.06 - 0.39
Pfizer, Inc
37.62 + 0.05
Schering-Plough
29.11 - 0.14
Sears
698+0.25
Union Planters
50.05 - 0.13
US Bancorp
23.40 - 0.24
UST
40.10 - 0.20
Wal-Mart
57.02+ 0.02
Worldcom Inc.
3.58 + 0.05
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this

stock
uric - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Phone today
for details

759-1565
Ron
Sailin
BANKERS
1,/FE AND CASUALTY COMPANY

Chicago, IL
S 5226
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Used Cars 81 Trucks
From Peppers
Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles With 8 Years/
80,000 Mile Limited Power Train Warranty
2001 Dodge Stratus 4 Dr. Sedan - St. #CC573, White. Auto., AC. PW,
PL. 26K mi. $13,995.
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport - St. #CT576. Blue, V6, Auto AC,
Rear AC, PW, PL, 30K mi. $19.995.
2001 Dodge Intrepid - St. #CC583, Blue, V6, Auto AC. PW. PL, TC.
29K mi. $14.995.
2001 Dodge Intrepid - St. # SOLD V6, Auto.. AC, PW,PL TC
30K mi. $14,995.
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport - St. #C1584, Burgundy. V6. Auto
AC & Rear AC, PW, PL, TC, 29K mi. $19,995.
2001 Plymouth Neon LX - St. #CC588, White. Auto.. AC, PW. PL..TC.
29K mi. $10,986.
2000 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport - St. #C72287A. White. V6. Auto..
Front & Rear AC. PS, PW, PL, TC, Quad Bucket Seats. 24K mi.
$17,995.
2000 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #CT592, Taupe. V8.
Auto., AC, PW, PL, Power Seats, Leather, CD, 52K mi. $20.986
1999 Dodge Neon Sport. St. #CT2268A, Platinum Grey, Auto., AC. PS,
PB, TC. CD, 32K mi. $8.995.
1999 Chrysler 300M - St. #CC591, Burgundy, Leather, Chrome Wheels.
Moon Roof. Local 1 Owner Car, 33K mi. $18,995.
1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #CT590, Black, Auto., Air,
PW, PL, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 55,000 mi. $17,995.
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab SLT Pickup - St. #CT1229B, Red. V8,
Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, Cassette, 16K mi. $19,995.
2001 Dodge 2500 Quad Cab SLT Pickup - St. #CT2258A. Red. V8,
Auto.. AC, PS, PW, PL, TC, CD, 26K mi. $22,986.
2000 Dodge 1500 Quad Cab SLT 4x4 Pickup - St. #CT2125A, Red.
Leather, V8, Auto., AC, PS. PW, PL, TC, CD,40K mi. $20,986.
2000 Ford F-150 Club Cab XLT Pickup - St. #CT2253A, White, V8,
Auto.. AC, PW, PL, TC, Cassette, 37K mi. $18,995.
2000 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT+ Pickup - St. #CT2179A. Blue/Tan.
V6. Auto.. AC. PW, PL, TC. 28K mi. $14,995.
2000 Nissan Xterra - St. #01471.1, 4 WD, SE, Red, V6, Auto.. AC, PW
PL, TC. Cass. $16,995.
2000 Oldsmobile Alero Coupe - Silver, Auto.. AC, PS. PB. 41K mi
$9,995.
1999 Ford F150 XLT Pickup - St. #CT2052A. Silver, Auto., AC, PW. FL,
PS, 19K mi. $12,986.
1999 Jeep Cherokee Classic 4 Dr 2 WD - St. #CT2240A. White, 6 cyl..
Auto., AC, PW, PL. TC, 31K mi. $14,995.
1998 Chevy Lumina- St. #CC582A, Green. V6. Auto.. AC, PW. PL TC
Cassette, 72K mi. $7,995.
1998 Chrysler Town & Country LX - St. #CT2282A, Maroon. V6. Auto.
Front & Rear AC, PW. PL, IC, 84K mi. $11,995.
1997 Pontiac Trans Sport Mini Van - St. #CT2256AA. White, V6. Auto
AC, PW, PL, TC. 52K mi. $9,995.
1997 Buick Century - St. #CX02168.1, White, V6, Auto.. AC, PW, PL
45K mi. $7,995. .
1997 Plymouth Grand Voyager SE - St. #C12008A, white. V6. auto
AC, PW. PL, TC. cassette. 71K mi. $8,995.00.
1996 Ford Club Wagon Chateau - St. #CT2140A, green/tan, V8. auto..
AC, PW, PL, IC. 85K mi. Reduced $9,995.
.1996 Dodge Caravan - St. #CT589A, White, V6, Auto., AC, TC.
Passenger Seating, 77K mi. $7,995.
1996 Mazda MPV Mini Van - St. #CT2158A, White/Grey, V6, Auto.. AC.
PW, PL, TC. 80K mi. $6.995.
( "Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company.'

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP
2400 E. Wood St - Pans. TN - (901)642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816

Additional
Information

and let fans determine who was the
most popular group member
But in an interview with the AP
later that year, Watkins dismissed
talk of a serious rift.
"With three women, you agree
to disagree. I'm not always going
to agree with Lisa and she's not
always going to agree with me.
that's fine," she said.
TLC had been on hiatus, but had
recently been in the studio working
on a new record due to have been
released this year. Lopes had tried
to release her own album last year
called "Supernova"; It was
released internationally by Arista,
but poor radio support for the
record caused the project to he
shelved in the United States.
Within in past few months.
Lopes reportedly signed a solo deal
with Suge Knight's Death Row
label to put out a solo project under
the pseudonym, "N.I.N.A." (New
Identity Not Applicable). She also
helped start the group "Blaque," an
R&B trio who had the hit "Bring It
Home To Me."
Swanson said that Lopes went
frequently to Honduras to vacation.
"She just found it really peace•ful and tranquil, and it was a very
special place for her," she said.
Her manager has flown to
Honduras to bring her body back to
the United States. Swanson said.
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Southern Women's Show
seeks healthy happenings
NASHVILLE.Tenn. — In today's busy world, sometimes health takes a
back seat to work and family obligations. Healthy living encompasses every
aspect of a person's life, including spiritual health, financial health, eating
habits, nutritional habits, time management skills, exercise habits and travel habits. All of these things together can be the source of stress and
inevitably many health problems.
Since personal health is such a significant issue, it's so valuable to have
an outlet where women can take a few minutes to learn about issues that
could save and improve their lives. At this year's Southern Women's Show,
May 2-5. at the Nashville Convention Center, women will have the opportunity to check out their health and talk to experts about making positive life
changes in a comfortable and fun atmosphere.
The show is the perfect place to learn how to maintain well being and
manage family health issues. The variety of health services and features
offered at the show will assure women that creating a healthy lifestyle is not
as hard as it may seem. Women will receive personalized coaching in exercise, nutrition, and stress management, so they leave the show with new
ideas and inspiration for achieving better balance, better habits and of
course better health.
The Centennial Women's Hospital Stage will host a variety of Options for
better living through mini workshops and educational programs offering the
best care for one's health, lifestyle, finances, and home. Centennial
Women's Hospital will dedicate their entire exhibit to helping women
achieve optimal well being. They are sending a team of dietitians and health
professionals to talk with show guests about basic nutrition, healthy food
choices, and making sense of grocery store food labels. They will also cook
up heart healthy dishes in the show's kitchen.
Women will learn how to eat to their health at the Martha White/Mix
92.9 Celebrity Cooking Corner sponsored by Prestige Homes.There will be
an exciting line-up of Nashville's best chefs, dietitians and culinary professionals cooking up healthy recipes. The "Ten Commandments for Healthy
Living" will be revealed by Pfizer Pharmaceuticals, author and dietitian,
Gloria Payne. The St. Thomas Heart
Healthy Cooking School will host a presentation by registered dietitian,
Kitty Fawaz and Chef Beth Dauer.
There will be a variety of health screenings and information on getting
healthy and staying healthy. Guests can get cholesterol, blood sugar, and
blood pressure screenings, as well as posture screenings. Health topics
include bone health, the benefits of massage,genetic testing for cancer, hormonal and body changes, skin wellness and resurfacing, breast implants,
disease prevention, depression, and weight issues.
Women thinking about a lift or a tuck can check out a variety of age
defying services at the show. There's everything from permanent makeup to
the newest alternatives to surgery for beauty enhancement. The latest trends
and procedures from skin care and eyelash tinting to body contouring and
wrinkle release will be available at the Southern Plastic Surgery exhibit.
Balancing the demands of life and maintaining control of the workplace
and relationships leave many women overwhelmed and weary. Author and
television personality, Dale Smith-Thomas will be live at the Southern
Women's Show conducting "Boot Camp For The Soul of a Woman",
including new strategies and techniques for creating a happy, fulfilling and
stress-free life.
One thing is certain, women will receive plenty of personal attention
from an abundance of experts at this year's Southern Women's Show. From
fashion to food and travel, home decor to health and wellness, shopping to
more shopping, the Southern Women's Show has it all wrapped up in one
gigantic package where women can spend time with friends and above all
else, have fun! There's plenty to do and it's all for women.
The 2002 Southern. Women's Show is sponsored by The Tennessean,
WSMV-TV, and Ladies, Home Journal. Show hours are 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. on Sunday. Admission is $7 for adults. $4 for youth 6-12 and free
for children under 6. For groups with 20 or more people, tickets are $5.50
each when purchased in advance. Discount coupons available at Food Lion.
For more information or to order tickets call (800) 849-0248 or visit the
show web site at www.southernshows.com

www.murrayledger.com your news source
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Homemakers sponsor
trip to Nashville show

Photo provided

CHECK PRESENTATION ... Woodmen of the World Lodge
827 of Murray recently presented Calloway County Project Graduation with a check from the organization.
Shown at the presentation are, left to right, Colleen
Anderson, Lodge 827 representative, Ginger Norsworthy
(Project Graduation representative), Randa Pittman (Project Graduation representative), Linda Fain Lodge 827
representative.

Event

k

i'LikerS

The following are reminders of events for the week that have recently
been published in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Areia Danielle Henson, daughter of Rhonda Henson and Mark
Howard of Benton, and James Aaron Hathcock, son of Ben and
Karen Cuff and Steve Hathcock of Benton, will be married Saturday,
April 27, at 2 p.m. at Green Turtle Bay Resort in Grand Rivers.

Week Caring
Norsworthy honored by Rape center
Shannon Norsworthy of Hazel
has been a volunteer for the Rape
Crisis Center for seven years, and in
that time has logged more than
9,000 volunteer hours.
Norsworthy serves as a hospital
advocate for Calloway County, and
answers calls on the 24-hour crisis
line. When a victim is brought into
the emergency room, hospital advocates. like Norsworthy, meet with
the victim and provide information
on what she/he can expect during
the examination and investigation
process. The advocate also provides
information on services available to

the victim once they leave the hospital.
Norsworthy stated she had several reasons for why she wanted to
become a volunteer, and all of those
reasons stemmed from her love of
people.
"I feel like if I can at least give a
kind word and a strong shoulder,
someone will benefit," she said. "I
want very much to help all people
who are hurting or suffering.
Volunteer work is gratifying and if
we all would do a little more for
others, there wouldn't be so much
pain and suffering."

Lawson returns from deployment
Navy Seaman Grant W. Lawson.
a 1994 graduate of Marshall County
High School, recently returned from
a six-month deployment to the
Mediterranean Sea and Arabian
Gulf while assigned to the dock
landing ship USS Whidbey Island,
home ported in Little Creek, Vir.
Lawson was one of more than
10,000 Atlantic Fleet Sailors and
Marines aboard the ships of the USS
Theodore Roosevelt Carrier Battle
Group and USS Bataan Amphibious
Ready Group who proudly partici-

pated in Operation Enduring
Freedom.
USS Whidbey Island supports
amphibious operations using landing craft air cushions (LCACS),
which
are specially-designed
Hovercraft that travel above land
and sea surfaces and deliver vehides and equipment. The ship also
has conventional landing craft and
helicopters embarked, and is
equipped with medical facilities
staffed by Navy doctors, dentists,
nurses and corpsmen.

MSU students participate in competition
Murray State University Student
Chapter of the Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM)
participated in the SHRM Area II
Regional Human Resources Games
competition at Kennesaw State
University in Atlanta, Ga. on April
20.
The MSU student team consisting of MSU Chapter President Anita
Gutschall, Michelle Troutt and Kay
Appel. compete against six other
es :
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

':
:
.
•

teams from universities in the southeastern United States.
The Human Resources games are
an academic competition featuring
teams of three undergraduate students each answering human
resource questions in a "Jeopardy"
game show format. The winning
teams from each of the six area
competitions receive a free trip to
compete in a national competition
held each summer in conjunction
SHRM
with
the
National
Conference.
At the Area II competition in
Atlanta. the MSU student team
placed second in the final championship round and, in addition, was
awarded the Collegiality Trophy.

Matinees Sat. & Sun, Only :
Jason X
•
R - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:30 - 930 i
Murder By Numbers :
R - 1:10 - 3:45 - 7:15 - 9:45 :
Your Health
Today more than ever your good health care is the mutual responsibility of those who take
care of you — doctors, pharmacists, nurses and, of course you.
Consider two questions:
First, are you interested in having good health so you can lead an enjoyable and produc
tive life?
Second, are you interested in saving hundreds or perhaps, many thousands of dollars?
If the answers to these questions is a resounding yes, as one would expect. then much of
the answer to enjoying good health and saving money on health care costs is up to you.
When you are handed a prescription by your pharmacist. you have responsibilities from
that point on that determine the future of your own health. They include the following:
*You should read the directions on the prescription container. If for any reason you cannot read them, ask somebody to read them to you
you don't understand the directions for taking the medicine.
then you should ask your pharmacist to explain them to you.
*Once you understand the directions for taking your medicine.
you should follow those directions as if it were a matter of life or
death — which often it is.

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Pharmacist

•
The Rookie
.
( ; - 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:35 :
The Scorpion King i
l'(;13 - 1:15 - 3:25. 7:30 - 9:35'
Life or Something Like It
P(113 - 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:05 -9:20
Changing Lanes
k- 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:25
High Crimes
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9:45
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 2
Program Information Call 753-3314

Vta's Neat Repeats
Men Women & Children %
COOMPI11111 Oft Clothes de Accessories
Top Brands
Plus Sisals
ps & ism iw
ornuth Wt
(honer - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Firs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeattoloapex.nct

The Calloway County Homemakers will be sponsoring a trip to the
Southern Women's Show in Nashville, Term, on Thursday, May 2. The
trip is open to anyone wishing to attend.
The Southern Women's Show is a trade show for women featuring
health screenings, fashion shows, make-up sessions, shopping and food
demonstrations.
The cost is $25, which includes transportation and entrance to the
show. For more information or to register, call the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.

Donut sale planned
Murray Chaos 11-year-old baseball team will be selling Krispy Kreme
Donuts for $5 a dozen on Saturday, April 27, beginning at 7:30 a.m. on the
corner of 12th and Chestnut Streets. This is a fundraising project. For more
information or to place an order, call 753-9661.

Relay yard sale planned
Kenlake Foods will be holding a yard sale today, April 26, from noon
until 5 p.m. and on Saturday, April 27, from 7 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the
Kenlake Foods parking lot. All proceeds will benefit Relay for Life.

Murray SOS Club plans events
The Murray SOS Club will meet today, April 26, at 6 p.m. at Wendy's
for dinner followed by a movie. On Saturday, April 27, the club will meet
for a picnic at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park.

Yard sale, breakfast planned
The youth group of First United Methodist Church will be hosting a yard
sale and pancake breakfast on Saturday, April 27, from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tickets for the breakfast are $3 for adults and $2 for children age 10 and
under. All proceeds will benefit the youth's summer mission trip to St.
Petersburg. Ha. The public is invited to attend.

Ham breakfast planned
Methodist men's ham breakfast will be Saturday, April 27, from 6 a.m.
to 10 a.m. at Olive United Methodist Church's Activities Building.
Accepted donations will be used to benefit those in need.

Car wash planned
Murray High School Student Ambassadors will hold a car wash on
Saturday, April 27, beginning at 9 a.m. at Captain D's. Car washes are free
and donations will be accepted. In case of rain, the car wash will be held
next Saturday. May 4.

Children's story hour planned
Castlerock Books and Coffee will be having a children's story hour on
Saturday, April 27, at 1 p.m. Books will be read and refreshments will be
served. The event is free to the public.

Gospel music concert scheduled
There will be a Southern Gospel Music Concert on Saturday, April 27, at
7 p.m. at the Carroll County Civic Center in Huntingdon, Tenn. The
Weatherfords from Paoli, Okla. and The Tennesseans from Bruceton, Tenn.
will be the featured singers.

Tailgate Fest planned
The Murray State University Amateur Radio Club invites area hams to
take part in its "Tailgate Fest" in the Murray City Park on Saturday, April
27, beginning at 9 a.m. The public can buy, sell and trade amateur radio
equipment, as well as swap information about the hobby.
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Relay golf scramble planned
Ryan Foods is sponsoring a four-person golf scramble on Saturday, April
27, beginning at 10 a.m. at Futures Golf Club in Puryear. All proceeds from
the event will benefit Relay for Life. The cost is $40 per person. To register
for the event, contact Carolyn Greenfield by calling 753-3012 or fax the
information to Greenfield at 762-1609.

Tennis tournament planned
Campbell Reality will host a Volley Against Cancer Tennis Tournament
on Saturday, April 27, beginning at 10 a.m. at the Benny Purcell tennis
courts. At 2 p.m. there will be an exhibition match between Mel Purcell and
Nickola Aracic.

Garden tour, program planned
St. John's Episcopal Church's Memorial Garden Annual Spring Garden
Tour and Program will be Sunday, April 28, beginning at 4 p.m. The annual event offers a look at the springtime beauty of the garden. Everyone is
welcome to attend all or part of the event.

MHS to offer driver's education
Murray High School will be offering driver's education classes this summer. The course fee is $135. Those interested in attending the classes should
register at the school's office by Wednesday. May I.

Revival services planned
Salem Baptisi Church in Lynn Grove has planned revival services for
Sunday, April 28, through Wednesday, May I. Services will be at II a.m.
and 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Evangelist will be Rev. Paul Cannon. Special singing will be provided each
night. Everyone is welcome to attend the services.

Pet therapy schedules visit
The Pet Therapy group will be visiting with the residents of Westview
Nursing Home on Sunday, April 28. Those attending are asked to please
meet at the main entrance at 2 p.m. For more information, call 767-0603.

Democratic party sets meeting
There will be a meeting of the Calloway County Democratic Party on
Monday, April 29, at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are invited to attend.
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Make the Most of Spring with Outdoor Excursions at LBL
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. — As spring approaches, Land Between The Lakes (LBL) National
Recreation Area will offer a variety of adventures
designed to encourage visitors to trade in their
warm spots on the couch for some unique outdoor adventures.
Experience wildflower hikes, guided canoe
excursions and other outdoor adventures throughout the spring. "The programs emphasize learning about the natural world in a fun way," said
John Pollpeter, Nature Station interpreter.
These events require reservations and an
admission fee. To make reservations for any program, call (270) 924-2020 weekdays, 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
A complete calendar of events, including daily
programs, special programs that do not require
reservations or fees and programs at other facilities are available on the LBL Web site at
www.lbl.org. Additional outdoor excursions will
be offered during the summer and fall.
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Andrew Joseph
Balzer V

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Andrew Joseph Balzer IV and
Jeri L. Balzer of Newport News,
Va., are the parents of a boy.
Andrew Joseph Balzer V, born
March 30, 2002, at 2:29 a.m. at
Langley Air Force Base in
Hampton, Va.
The baby weighed seven
pounds, four ounces and measured
19 inches.
One sister is Sierra.
Grandparents are Andrew J.
Balzer 111 and Karen Balzer.
Murray; Laura Price, Murray; and
Jerry and Susan Price of Big Sandy.
Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Andrev,
Joseph Belzer, Jr. and Jeanette
Balzer. Dunkirk, NY; Richard and
Nancy Lewandowski. Dunkirk, NY.
J.T. and Barbara Todd, Murray; and
Elmore and Vera Price, Big Sandy.
Tenn.

The Purchase Area Antique
Tractor Club,Inc. will be holding its
Third Annual Antique Tractor and
Gas Engine Show on Friday. May 3,
and Saturday, May 4, at the Graves
County Fairgrounds in Mayfield.
Spectator general admission is
$2 per vehicle. All exhibitors are
allowed free admission.
The event will feature odd,

unique and rare tractors of all
brands. Also on display will be
Charles English's 1937 Gold Leaf D
John Deere Tractor.
The show is open to all makes of
tractors and all are welcome. For
more information, contact Mike
Lynn at(270)443-7464 or e-mail at
lynnsvc@bellsouth.net.
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Aurora. KY'
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail

Mother's Day open 11-8
•
call 270-474-2773
www.brasslanternrestaurant.com

•

reservation hotline
1-800-474-2770
reservafionsoccepreo onv nigh.

Please Join Us For The 9th Annual

2002 SPRING' NOW DVS
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Homeschool
support group
to meet

Friday, April 26, 2002
Saturday, April 27, 2002

Anyone interested in participating in a Calloway County homeschool support group is invited to
attend an organizational meeting on
Tuesday, April 30. from 5:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Those who are currently homeschooling or interested in home
schooling are welcome to attend.
For questions, contact Jennifer Eels
at 759-1098. Sue Ann Stevens at
753-3626 or Kathryn Lewis at 7599783.

Obion County Fairgrounds
1711 E. Church Street • Union City, TN 38261
Located 2 Blocks East of Miles Ave.

9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Daily

SERVICE CENTER

107

753-9959

William H Moore
30 Years Exp
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CUSTOM WAX & CASTING • GOLD & DIAMONDS
• ESTATE JEWELRY BOUGHT & SOLD

Magistrate - District #3
I will be your "bands-on" magistrate

As Sheriff and also as Deputy I traveled almost every road in the County,
. I am retired
and I can say that I know Calloway County well
at Imes Miller
from the county and the state and work part time
time coroFuneral Home. Therefore, I am available to be a full
ner.
ledgeable deciAs a coroner you sometimes have to make know
and what is
sions so you must know what the state law is
knowledge and
required of you as a coroner. I feel that I have the
ability to make these decisions.
Qualifications of a Coroner:
at least
Must be at least 21 years old, a citizen of Kentucky with
a candidate.
two years' residency in the county in which you are
e Justice
Following the election you must be certified by Stat
ning courses
Cabinet after successfully completing required trai
specified by state stature.

Please Vote

Old Time Crafts, Skills, Games, & Food

David Balentine
Calloway County Coroner
Paid for by David Balentine

Historical
Education

p trt

Give to the
United Way united Way

latsauzant

or all your very special
01111i occasions:

•

4
JEWELRY

I'm David Balentine and I am seeking the office of Calloway County
Coroner. I am asking for your vote
and support on ,May 28. I was a
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff for
8 years and Sheriff for 4 years. I
have had training in death investigations, crime scene investigations,
abuse and many other in-service
trainings. I will get the training that
the state stature requires if you elect
me as your coroner.
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ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10 15 a.m.
Worship
Sat 9 00 a m

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
9:00 a in

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
1000 .in. & 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8.9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8,915 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worshi.
11 a.m &6.m

OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 7 p rn
Sunday School
10 a in
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a in
Preaching
1100 am
Prayer Service
5 30 p in
Church
6 00 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
8 45 a.m &Ham &6pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
Ilam & 6pm
Wednesday
7 00 p in
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
10 45 a m
Sunday School
945 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 00 p m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p.m -10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10730 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Pride and Humility

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
' 7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

1030 a.m.
1030 a.m.
7-30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

The1)
Murray
Hotv Banking Should Be

St.

Murray, KY
270.753.5626

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.in.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAT'FER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a in
Werlro,,dav Home I lr,,,ips
6:00 1, nl
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FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

h
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HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
900 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Non-Traditional Praise & Worship 1100 a.m

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.

•
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Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY
(270) 753-5315 •(800) 455-5315

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

EQ9"

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY,KY
753-6448

1305 N. 12th St.
Nturray

753-1489

Michelin - Togo - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile
‘
y Or.f140 formal Wm- labprn'il

C

'pia

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

1.111 ADM'

11(MATE
cl,FANFAIS

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

Shell

S. 12th St.• 753-9131
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Sunday

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
"When getting hack in action quickly matters, there's no
sainiitute jar experience. Count on us."
208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY
(270) 759-9500 Phone •(270)759-9501 Fax
‘1

NISSAN OF MURRAY
Affiliate of Parker Ford
Lincoln Mercury
800 Chestnut St.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
1100 am
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10i00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd St.

753-8850

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071 • 270-767-360
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Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners
753-2411

LODGE
"When You Need More Than Assisted Living"'
1505 Stadium View Dr.• 753-7109
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4=NE
For All .SPecial Occasions
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1300• Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
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CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m

BRANDON igigrP WORLD Thornton Tile and Marble

Bulletin

753-1586

PRESBYTERIAN

Tvtrit Art- pocsmsi

with Church

212 E. Main St.

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Spnday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT.CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a in
:-:unday Schod
11:00 a.m

10% Discount

Murray
Appliance

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
1100-7:30 p.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.

GALLERIES
759-4522

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Hwy.641 North

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m.

COLDWATER
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

IPFTEI(S
WOODC4

Member FDIC

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

Romans 12:13

In

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.in.
Worship
6:30 p.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun, Night
6:00 p.m.

....do not think of yourself more highly than you ought,
hut rather think of yourself with sober judgement.

First Bap
presenting '
Musical," Sc
28, at 6 p.m.
"This ev:
moving and
God's love t
the last ten
Mike Crook
First Baptist
The pert,
public.
Using ni

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

...S'inwiricsI tiacerskiv

405 S. 12th

PENTECOSTAL

4

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

LUTHERAN

CHURCH OF CHRIST

753-1962

10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m
1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a
Worship
1030 a.m. & 600 p in
Wednesday
700 p m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a
Sunday Night
6.00 p in
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Wednesday Night
700 p IT1
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p.m.

We are here to serve you and your loved ones

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.ni:
Morning Worship
10-45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m

CHRISTIAN scum Emus

'We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"

NAZARENE

at Main St loath Center

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

Murray

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
1100 a.m.

Worship 2nd Sun.
Worship 4th Sun.
Tuesday

CHRISTIAN

Calloway Monument Co.

ONEY MENNONITE
HARM
.
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94

CATHOLIC

1707 West Main

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
1100am
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:30 a in
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Service
7:30 p.m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
4:30 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 am.

Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7- 00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3pm
Wednesday
7 p.m
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.in
Worship
1130 am & 7p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
7 p.m

Fir
'Ex
mu

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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First Baptist brings Services Speakers&Specials
'Experiencing God'
musical this Sunday
First Baptist Church. Murray, is
presenting "Experiencing God-the
Musical." scheduled Sunday. April
28, at 6 p.m.
"This event is one of the most
moving and clear presentations of
God's love that has been written in
the last ten years, " according to
Mike Crook, Minister of Music at
First Baptist.
The performance is free to the
public.
Using music for adult and chil-

dren's choirs, solos, ensembles, narration, and actual video imaging
from the movies "Moses" and
"Jesus," and from the 1992 summer
Olympics in Barcelona, Spain, a
powerful message is given to listeners encouraging them to join the living God in the exciting work of reconciling the world to Himself.
There will even be a video invitation given by Henry Blackaby,
writer of the original work.
•
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BIBLE DRILL WINNERS ... From left, Matthew Parker, Sarah
Garth and Rebecca Garth were declared winners of the Blood
River Baptist Association Children's Bible Drill, which was held
recently at Walnut Street Baptist Church in Benton. They will
now advance to the state drill on May 3 in Paducah. In preparation for the drills. Parker and the Garths have been involved in
First Baptist Church's Bible Drill program, which is designed for
boys and girls in grades 4-6.

National Day
of Prayer set
On Thursday, May 2, two area-wide National Day of Prayer events are
planned. The first event, which will be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.. will be
held across from the judicial building on 4th Street.
The second event, which will be from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.. will be on the
third tloor of Murray State University's Curris Center. Multiple speakers
will lift up prayers for the local area along with the president's and governor's proclamation.
For more information, contact Michael Richardson, area coordinator for
the National Day of Prayer. at Impact Praise and Worship Center 759-5107
or via E-mail at msrichardson@juno.com

Lynn Grove church
plans revival
LYNN GROVE, Ky. — Salem Baptist Church in Lynn Grove will ge
having a revival beginning Sunday. April 28. and ending Wednesday, May
I. Services will be at I I a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m. Monday
through Wednesday nights..
Evangelist for the revival will be Rev. Paul Cannon. Special singing will
jhe provided each night. Everyone is welcome to attend the services.

The Glendale Road Church of Christ invites the community to its annu-

III See Page 12A

Memorial Baptist: Rev. Jim with Gina Brandon and Janette
Simmons, pastor, will speak about Walker as accompanists. Sunday
"God's Will: Don't Leave Home School will be at 10 a.m. and
Without It" with scripture from Fellowship Training at 6 p.m.
Romans 12:1-2 at the morning
St. John Baptist: The Rev.
worship service. Paul Adams is Abraham Clark, pastor, will speak
minister of music, Kathy Tweatt is at 11 a.m. worship services
organist and Misty Williams, Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m
pianist. Evening services are at 6
St. Leo Catholic: Fr. Ray
p m Sunday School is at 9:40 a.m. Goetz, pastor, will conduct masses
Westside Baptist: Glynn Orr, at 515 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and
pastor, will speak about "The 11 a.m. on Sunday.
Meeting, the Members, the
New Life Christian Center:
Mission and the Master of the Worship service will be Sunday at
Church" with scripture from Titus 10130 a.m. and Wednesday at 7
211-14 at the 10:30 a.m. worship p.m. at 603 North 16th St. Murray.
service and bout "The Immense
New Providence Baptist: The
Value of God's Little Children" with Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson. passcripture from Matthew 18:1-10 at tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
the 6 p.m. service. Kevin Crawford worship services. Sunday School
will provide special music. The will be at 10 a.m.
choir will sing "Order My Steps"
Northside Baptist: The Rev
with soloists Martin Severns and Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at
Teena Young. Tommy Scott is min- the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m worship
ister of music, Jeremy Hudgin is services. Max McGinnis is song
minister of students and Lisa Whitt leader with Joy Young and
is minister of children. Sunday Janeann Turner as accompanists.
School is at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Rev Randy
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Johnson
will
speak
about Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30
"Homecoming Season" with scrip- a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship servicture from Luke 15:14-24 at the es. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
morning worship service. Special music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda
music "Amazing Grace" will be Lamb as accompanists.
sang by Julie Tabors and Donnie
Russell
Chapel
United
Hendrix. Sunday School is at 9 Methodist: The Rev. David
a.m. Mark Dycus is choir director Allbritten, pastor, will speak at 9:30
and Angie Thorne, organist.
a.m. worship service Sunday and
First Presbyterian: Rev. Ann at 7 p.m. service Wednesday. Red
Marie Montgomery will speak Woods is songleader with Margie
about "Foundation of Faith" with Charlton as pianist. Sunday
scripture from Peter 2:2-10 at the School will be at 11 a.m. and
morning worship service. Abigail Wednesday service at 7 p.m.
Kimmel is pianist and Margaret
Palestine United Methodist:
Boone is choir director. Sunday The Rev. David Allbritten. pastor.
School is at 9:30 a.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. worship servSeventh-day
Adventist: ice. Sunday School will be at 10
Worship services will be Saturday a.m. Ash Wednesday service will
at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at be at 7 p.m.
10:15 a.m. David Holton is pastor.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev,
Higher Praise Worship Center: Shelby Underhill, pastor. will speak
Pastor E.F. Clere will speak at the at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
10:30 a.m. worship service. Todd services.
Clere will be praise and worship
Calvary Temple: The Rev. J.H.
leader. The New Henson Singers Lipford. pastor. will speak at the
of Hendersonville, Tenn., will pres- 10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
ent a concert at the 6 p.m. worship services.
service.
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Joe
Kirksey Baptist: The Rev. Pat Winchester, pastor. will speak
Dusty Darnell, pastor, will speak at at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
services. W.A. Erwin is music 10 a.m.
director with Gela Edwards and
Independence
United
Cindy Cossey as accompanists. Methodist: Rev. David C. Stewart
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. will speak about "He Walks with
and Discipleship Training at 5:45 Me" with scripture from Luke
p.m. Wednesday service is at 7 24:13-35 at the morning worship
p.m.
service. Bible study is held on
Flint Baptist: The Rev. William Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. at
B. Miller, will speak at the 11 a.m. Coles Campground.
and 6:45 p.m. worship services.
Darren Chapman is music director •See Page 12A

Your Winning Team
equity loan, or have any other loan needs, the loan you obtain
will have a long-lasting effect on your _family's budget.
That's why you need a Loan Professional. Our Team has

You are invited to a

GOSPEL MEET[NG
at the

Ky.

from Matthew 25:14-30 at the
morning and evening worship
services. Sunday morning services
can be heard on WRKY or 1130 on
the AM dial and evening services
can be heard on WNBS or 1340 on
the AM dial.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak about "Building on a
Firm Foundation" with scripture
from / Peter 2:4-9 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Ronnie Hutson
will be Lay assistant; Pat Brunn will
be in charge of children's church.
Sunday School will be held at 10
a.m. The non-traditional service
will be conducted at 11 a.m. by
Ronnie Hutson, speaker, and
music will be under the direction of
Donna Parker, Tina Sexton and
April Arnold.
North Pleasant Grove: Rev.
Terry Vasseur, pastor, will speak
about "Rich in Everything" with
scripture from I Corinthians 1:1-9.
Jim Cain will be in charge of children's time. Music will be under
the direction of Margaret Nell
Boyd, Dean Cochran, Glen and
Emma Dean Clayton.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev. Dr.
Chad Foster, pastor, will speak
about "Trust in God; Trust also in
Me" with scripture from John 14:112 at the 10:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday School and Adult Bible
'Class is at 9 a.m. Social hour is at
9:45 a.m.
Poplar
Spring
Baptist
Church: Royce Dukes will be
speaking at the 8:45 a.m. and 11
a.m. worship services in the
absence of Dennis Norvell, pastor.
Sunday School is at 10 a.m. Ryker
Wilson, minister of music, will lead
the worship services with Susan
Reynolds, Hazel Brandon, Jennifer
Wilson, Anita Bradley and Carol
Kelly as accompanists.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Dr.
Richard Walker, pastor. will speak
about "Man's Decision - God's
Dilemma" from Genesis 6:8 at the
10:45 a.m. service, and "Sins
Against the Holy Spirit" from Mark
3:22-30 at the 6 p.m. service. Bible
Study is at 9:45 a.m. the youth will
meet at 5 p.m. The evening service will be broadcast over WVHM,
90.5, at 7 p.m.
Rev. John Denham is associate
pastor. Tommy Hoke is music
leader with Mary Davis, Pat
Keeling and Sandy Tinsley as
accompanists. The church will be
open from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. for
Prayer and Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening each Saturday night.
This is a "come and go" unstructured prayer time and is open to
the community.

Whether you're buying or building a home, lookingfor a home

Glendale plans sing,
rejoice event
411

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Coldwater Church of Christ:
Richard Guill, minister, will be
speaking on "The Baptism of the
Great Commission" with scriptures
from Matthew 28:18-20 at the
10:15 a.m. service and "Paul
Comes to Corinth" with scripture
from Acts 18..1-8 at the 6 p.m.
service. Song leader will be Kevin
Smith.
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck will speak at the 10 a.m. worship service and the 7 p.m. worship service. Sunday School will
begin at 9 a.m. Ray Hays, choir
director, will lead the music.
Special music during the morning
hour will feature Bretteni Cos.
Discipleship training will begin at 6
p.m. The Selby girls will sing for
the evening service. The adult
choir will not practice.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about part one of "Good News/Bad
News" with scripture from Isaiah
1:18-20 at the 11 a.m. service and
about "Calvary Love in the
Christian Home" with scripture
from Ephesians 5..25 at the 6 p.m.
service. This is the first of a multipart series on "How a Husband is
to Love His Wife."
Murray Church of Nazarene:
Rev. Michael Wilford, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Sunday School
with Dr. Ed Brewer will be at 9:45
a.m. Sheryl Lidzy is song leader
with Devonda Wilford as accompanist. Lidia Bivens will sing a special
solo at the morning hour. Charles
Guge is superintendent. The teen
group will meet at 6 p.m. with
Rusty
Lindzy
as
leader.
Wednesday night services are at
6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist: Rev.
Larry J. Daniel, pastor, will speak
about "Philippians - Part II" with
scripture from Philippians 2:3-8 at
the 8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m. worship
services. Special music "If with All
Your Hearts from Ellujah" will be
provided by soloist Brian Carlton.
Acolytes for May will be Worth
Shemwell and Nathan Watson.
Eastwood Baptist: Rev. Joey
Adair. pastor, will speak about
"The Purest Principle of Revival"
with scripture from John 21:1-8 at
the 11 a.m. worship service and
about "The Blame Game" at the 6
p.m. worship service. Sunday
school is at 10 a.m.
Glendale Road: John Dale,
pastor, will speak about "Final
Exams are Coming" with scripture

Farmington
Church of Christ

he
Murray

been making loansfor over 89 years combined. We knori

M

the "ins and outs" of the business, and know how to
work with you tofind exactly the loan that's

Bank

How Banking Should Bc
405 South 12th Street• Murray, Ky. 42071

right for your unique situation.. lust as no
two loans are alike, neither are lenders.
Stop by and visit our team todini.

April 26-28 at 7 p.m.
(Friday through Sunday evenings)

You'll leave smiling.

Speakers:
thy
the

Friday: Lexie Ray, Fairdealing, KY
Saturday: John Dale, Murray, KY
Sunday: Charley Bazzell, Murray, KY

Song Leaders:
Carless Cook (Fri. and
Todd Walker (Sat. and Sun.)

Bob Mon ni I •
VjCe Pr•sident

David Severns
Vice President
Mortgage Professional

•

Jerry D Smith
Senior Vice President

ANL—v-11e

1:21
ViCra bin
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The Murray Bank is your one-stop sourcefor all your loan needs. We are always available
to help with any type of loan you may be needing, small or large.

270-753-LOAN
(270-753-5626)
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Tigers, Lady !Akers
seize Quad County
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Thanks to three-event winners
Tom Masthay and Ashley Iglesias,
the Murray High boys' and the
Calloway County girls' track and
field teams earned titles in the
Quad County Invitational Thursday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Masthay powered MHS to 121
points with victories in the long
jump (20 feet, 1 inch), the 110meter hurdles (14.67 seconds) and
the 300 hurdles (40.47), while Iglesias - triumphant in the long
jump (15-0), the 100-meter dash
(13.38) and the 200 (28.16) lifted the Lady Lakers to 147
points.
Graves County finished second
MIKE OHSTROMiLedger photo
MIGHT AS WELL JUMP ...
Murray High's Allysia Hood
clears the bar in the girls'
high jump event during Thursday's Quad County Invitational at Stewart Stadium.

seconds) and the 800 (2:11) paced
the Lakers in boys' action, while
the Tigers collected wins in the
800-meter relay (1:37) and the 400
relay (45.69).
Murray's girls crossed the finish line first in the 800 relay
(1:59) and the 1,600 relay (4:39),
while the Lady Lakers took the
400 relay (54.86) in addition to
two more Wins on the afternoon.
Shameka Dial claimed the shot
put with a throw of 37-7 while
Lyndsi Keel won the high jump
with a clearance of 4-6, nosing
out Calloway teammate Carley
Williams and Murray's Sherrie SexCovington
ton with fewer misses.
For the Lady Tigers, Lauren
in the boys' meet with 109 points,
followed by Mayfield at 106, St. Clemson captured the triple jump
Mary at 90 and Calloway Coun- with a leap of 28-10 1/2, Shard'e
ty fifth with 54 points.
Troup won the 100 hurdles in
CCHS was followed in the girls' 18.38 and Paige Adlich was viccompetition by St. Mary with 102, torious in the 800 at 2:47.
Murray in third with 95.5 and
Murray and Calloway will both
Heath at 85.
return to the Murray State UniSean Covington's sweep of the versity track for Tuesday's MHS
1,600-meter run (4 minutes, 46 Invitational at 5 p.m.

Calloway walks Tigers blank Murray softball
past Heath 2-0 Cardinals 5-0 blitzes Carlisle

and Jessica Greer drew a pair of
walks to set up Whitney Hendon's
RBI single, scoring Greer for a
1-0 lead.
The home team struck again
with its opportunistic offense in
Staff Report
the third inning, using a walk to
Murray Ledger & Times
Fox, an infield single by Greer
Managing just three hits against and a bunt single by Whitney
Heath pitcher Emelia McConnell, Ragsdale to load the bases.
the Calloway County softball team
After a fielder's choice forced
capitalized on three walks; a hit out Fox at the plate for the secbatsman and small ball to
ond out, McConnell then
beat the Lady Pirates 2plunked Sara Scott to push
0 Thursday at Laker Field.
the Lady Lakers' second
Kalyn Fox (8-1) tossed
run across.
another gem as the Lady
After capping a perLakers- winners of three
fect 3-0 homestand this
in a row - improved to
week, CCHS will return
11-2 on the year, striking out eight to action Monday versus Trigg
Heath batters and notching a three- County at 5 p.m. in Cadiz before
hit shutout in the seven-inning hosting Fourth District foe Marcontest.
shall County Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
Calloway got on the board in and Reidland Thursday at 4:30
the bottom of the first, as Fox p.m.

Fox pitches
3-hit shutout

Murray
Ps yield
four hits
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky.- Eight different Murray High hitters hit safely as the Tiger baseball team
breezed past Mayfield 5-0 Thursday.
Starting pitcher Blake Rayburn
(3-0)and reliever Zack Baker combined on a four-hitter, joining
forces to fan five Cardinal batters w ithout yielding a walk as

Murray picked up its ninth win
of the spring against four losses.
The Tigers slapped 10 hits
around the ballpark to plate a
single run in each of the first
five innings, with Kyle Erwin
and Ed Baust leading the way
with a pair of singles apiece.
Mario Lawrence added an RBI
double and Nathan Williams
chipped in with a triple before
Austin Swain's fielder's choice
in the fourth inning and Taylor
Houston's sacrifice fly in the fifth
brought in some insurance runs.
Rayburn surrendered two hits
in five innings of work before
handing the ball to Baker for the
final two frames.
Murray is slated to host Fulton City today at 4:30 p.m. at
Ty Holland Field

Lady Tigers
sweep DH
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Carlisle County's first trip to
Murray High's new on-campus
softball field must have more
closely resembled the back of a
wood shed.
The Lady Tigers (8-9) scored
a combined 30 runs in a total
of seven innings of action Thursday at MHS, getting a no-hitter
apiece from pitchers Kaci Carpenter and Breanna Volp in a
pair of 15-0 victories.
The no-no by Carpenter (5-8)
in the opening contest of the doubleheader lasted just three innings,
while Volp (3-1) put the clamps

on the Lady Comets for four
frames before Murray could put
the 15-run mercy rule in effect.
Both Lady Tiger hurlers recorded five strikeouts against Carlisle.
MHS slapped six hits in the
first game as Ashley Patterson
led the way, driving in four runs
on two hits.
In the nightcap, Lisa Thurman's three-hit, three-RBI performance spearheaded the Lady
Tigers' I3-hit onslaught as Patterson and Lacey Latimer both
went 2-for-2 and Shaina Marinoff went 2-for-3.
Thurman and Volp each banged
out a double in the second game.
Murray will visit Hickman
County today at 4:30 p.m. in
Clinton before returning home to
face Mayfield Monday and Hickman•County Tuesday, both at 4:30
p.m.
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Tech to announce new coach
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Tennessee Tech
Television stations in Kentucky and the( ookes le
will introduce its new men's basketball coach today, Herald-Citizen reported Sutton had accepted the
school officials said.
job.
Kentucky assistant coach Mike Sutton interviewed
Sutton, 46, has served under head coach Tubby
for the job this week, but officials wouldn't say Smith for the past five seasons. He has compiled
Thursday who will be hired to replace Jeff Lebo. a 132-43 overall record capturing a national chamSutton came to campus on Tuesday and Wednes- pionship in 1998, and Southeastern Conference regday, met with school officials and spoke to boost- ular season championships in 1998. 2000 and 2001.
ers and community leaders at a reception. He was
Lebo became head coach at Chattanooga earliinvited to interview after Philadelphia 76ers assis- er this month after four seasons at Tennessee Tech.
tant coach Dave Hanners turned down art offer This past year was the best in school history with
last week.
a 27-7 record and trip to the NIT quarterfinals.
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Arizona shells Maddux, Braves
By The Associated Press
Even Greg Maddox comes up
with a clunker.
In the worst performance of his
career, the four-time Cy Young
Award was pounded by Arizona
on Thursday night in the Diamondbacks' 11-5 win over the
Atlanta Braves.
Maddox has a lingering sore
back but made no excuses of any
kind.
"I embarrassed my team, qv
manager and myself," said Maddox, who allowed a career-high
, 10 runs in 4 2-3 innings. "I've
got to figure it out, so it doesn't
happen again."
How bad was Maddux'?
Well, Mr. Control, who set a
National League record by going
72 1-3 innings without a walk last
season, allowed five bases on balls
and hit a batter. He threw just 48
strikes of his 100 pitches.
He gave up eight runs - a
career high for an inning - and
walked four when Arizona blew
the game open in the fifth. Two
of the walks were intentional, and
an error by first baseman Wes
Helms made four of the runs
unearned.
"If I forget this, I'm stupid,"
Maddux said.
Elsewhere in the NL, it was:
Pitt§burgli 3, Los Angeles 2; the
Chicago Cubs 2. San Francisco 1;

San Diego 6, Philadelphia 4; Montreal 5, Milwaukee I; Florida 5,
Houston 4; Cincinnati 4, Colorado
3, and the New York Mets 7, St.
Louis 6.
The Diamondbacks were as surprised as anyone to see all those
runners crossing the plate.
It looked to me like he was
not as fine as he is usually is."
manager Bob Brenly said. "That
was very uncharacteristic."
Maddux didn't disagree.
"My location was terrible." he
said. "I missed up. I missed down.
I missed left and right."
Maddox insisted his back felt
better than it had all season, but
others wondered if it tightened on
a cool, windy night.
"I'm sure he's still coming back
from the injury," Braves-catcher
Henry Blanco said.
Damian Miller drove in four
runs as the Diamondbacks took
two of three from the Braves.
Rick Helling (3-2) gave up two
runs in six innings for Arizona,
which has won eight of its last
nine at Turner Field.
"You never expect to get that
many runs against Greg Maddox,"
Helling said. "When we got two
in the first inning, I was very
happy with that."
Cubs 2, Giants 1
At Chicago, the Cubs won their
15th straight Wrigley Field game

started by Jon Lieber as Sammy
Sosa homered and Delino DeShiclds
hit a go-ahead grounder.
Lieber (3-0) is 14-0 at Wrigley
since losing to Arizona's Randy
Johnson last May 18. In his first
appearance since April 20 because
of elbow soreness, Lieber allowed
one run in eight innings. Antonio
Alfonseca got his fourth save.
Livan Hernandez (4-1) lost
despite pitching his second complete game.
Pirates 3, Dodgers 2 •
At Pittsburgh. Brian Giles hit
a two-run single against Hideo
Nomo (2-3), who limited Pittsburgh to three hits in six innings
but walked five and a hit batter.
Josh Fogg (3-0) became the
first Pirates rookie to win his first
three starts since Tim Wakefield
won four in a row in 1992. He
struck out seven and gave up one
run - unearned
in 5 1-3
inningc
.
Mike Williams pitched the ninth
for his league-high ninth save. The
Pirates assured themselves their first
winning April in eight years with
their seventh victory in nine games.
Padres 6, Phillies 4
At Philadelphia. Mark Kotsay
homered, and hit a two-run triple
as San Diego overcame a 3-1
deficit in the seventh with four
runs off starter Vicente Padilla and
Rhea! Cormier (1-2).
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photos
BACK AND FORTH...Murray High's Jonathan Chapman (left) lines up a forehand return of
a Jon Black serve while Calloway County's Haley Lynn keeps the ball on her eye during
her match again Mallory Rudolph in Thursday's crosstown rivalry tennis matches at MHS.
Murray swept boys' play 9-0 while the host Lady Tigers rallied for a 5-4 victory.

Murray nets rivalry sweep
1.

Girls
Murray 5, Calloway Co. 4
at *Murray High School
Singles - Kelly Taylor (CC)
defeated Blair Lane 6-0, 6-0, Julia Franklin (CC)
defeated Mandy Brown 8-6, Mallory Rudolph(M)defeated Haley Lynn 8-5, Lesley Lynn (CC) defeated Megan
Haverstock 8-6, Sarah Rail (M) defeated Nicole Hudson (8-2), Meghan King (M) defeated Clara Franklin
8-0.
Doubles-Taylor/J. Franklin (CC) defeated Haverstock/Rudolph 8-3, Brown/Lane(M)defeated Lynn/Lynn
10-8, Rail/King (M) defeated Hudson/C. Franklin 8-

Prep Tennis

Boys
Murray 9, Calloway Co. 0
at Murray High School
Singles - Boone Lane defeated Grant Kelso 80, James Ouertermous defeated Jared Vincent 8-0,
Josh Dunn defeated Trecker Adams 8-3, Chase Lambert defeated Josh Price 8-1, Jonathan Chapman
defeated Jon Black 8-3, David Lee defeated Patrick
Wyatt 8-0.
Doubles - Dunn/Lambert defeated Kelso/Vincent
8-0, Lane/Ouertermous defeated Adams/Tucker 8-0,
Chapman/Lee deefeated Price/Black 8-0.
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CleveChicago second baseman Ray Durham jumps over
Sox
White
the
as
inning
sixth
the
in
Vizquel
land's Omar
in Clevebeat the host Indians 6-3 Thursday at Jacobs Field
to
throw
the
made
and
out
Vizquel
forced
land. Durham
first base to get Ricky Gutierrez for the double play.

pitching will stop good hitting.
By The Associated Press
and
Pedro was awfully good today."
unbeatthat
has
Martinez
Pedro
Sun Woo Kim allowed one hit
able look of old and seems all
the way back from the arm prob- in the eighth and Willie Banks
lems that cut short his 2001 sea- finished the two-hitter. Trot Nixon
homered and Manny Ramirez had
son.
hits and two RBIs for Boston.
three
Award
The three-time Cy Young
s Calvin Maduro(IBaltimore'
one
to
Baltimore
winner limited
hit in seven innings Thursday, help- 2) allowed five runs and six hits
ing the Boston Red Sox avoid a in five innings.
In other games, it was: Oakthree-game sweep with a 7-0 vicland 6, New York 2; Texas 11,
tory at Camden Yards.
Martinez (3-0) had a season- Toronto 9; Chicago 6, Cleveland
high 10 strikeouts and held the 3; and Minnesota 6, Tampa Bay
Orioles hitless until Gary Matthews 2
Athletics 6, Yankees 2
Jr. lined a single to right with two
Tejada hit a three-run
Miguel
sixth.
the
in
outs
"The day a no-hitter is going homer, Greg Myers added a twoto happen, it's just going to hap- run homer for Oakland, and Frank
pen," Martinez said. "I'm not going Menechino had an RBI double.
Barry Zito (1-1) allowed one
to try to go look for it, or try to
and five hits in seven innings
run
going
just
overdo anything. I'm
Mike Mussina (3-1), who
to
defeat
pitch
to
try
and
poise
my
keep
to
my way through my injury and gave up six runs and seven hits
in 5 2-3 innings, striking out nine.
hopefully get better every day."
Jason Giambi went hitless in
In his previous outing April 19,
at-bats against Zito after
three
Martinez allowed one hit in eight
4-for-8 in the first two
going
City.
Kansas
innings against
Limited to just 18 starts last games. Giambi, playing at Oakyear because of tendinitis in his land for the first time since leavright shoulder, Martinez has given ing the A's to sign with the Yanup just four earned runs in his kees, also grounded into an inninglast four starts after being tagged ending double play against relievfor seven earned runs in three er Mike Magnante.
White Sox 6, Indians 3
innings against Toronto on openLofton had three RBIs,
Kenny
ing day. His ERA dropped from
(3-1) allowed
Garland
Jon
and
21.00 to 3.38.
"Pedro has done this to a lot three runs and four hits in 5 2-3
of other clubs," Baltimore man- innings as Chicago won its third
ager Mike Hargrove said. "Good straight over Cleveland.

Pilots surprise
Calloway 11-9
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HICKMAN, Ky. — Fulton
County used a seven-run fourth
inning to erase a 6-2 deficit and
plated two more runs in the bottom of the sixth to defeat visiting Calloway County 11-9 in prep
baseball action Thursday.
The Lakers (5-10) took a 4-0
edge in the second as Dean Futrell
started a 3-for-3 day at the plate
with a leadoff double.
Tyler Boggess and Josh Sykes
then drew walks to load the bases
for Greg Ryan's sacrifice fly, scoring Futrell. After a walk to Chris
Owen filled the diamond once more,
Brandon Elkins collected a base
on balls to plate Boggess and
David Free singled in a pair of
RBIs.
But the Pilots ,(6-6), held to
two runs in three innings against
Elkins, exploded for seven tallies
on six walks, three wild pitches,

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
two-time defending champion Los
Angeles Lakers are at it again.
They are within one victory
of ending Portland's playoff hopes
for the fifth time in six years.
The Lakers survived a fourthquarter rally by the Trail Blazers, who can only wonder how
things might have turned out had
they kept their cool.
The Lakers held on for a 10396 victory Thursday night to give
them a 2-0 lead in the firstround series.
"We knew what we had to
do and we maintained our composure." said Shaquille O'Neal,
who had had 31' points and 14
rebounds.
The best-of-five matchup shifts
to Portland for Game 3 on Sunday and a fourth game, if need-

two passed balls, two hits and an
error in the fourth versus relief
pitchers Brandon Steele and Daniel
Dycus to seize a 9-6 lead.
Brian Asher got the final out
in the fourth. and Calloway
answered with Chris Owen's tworun single in the fifth before leveling things in the top of the sixth.
After Asher reached on an error.
Futrell's second double of the afternoon brought home Asher to force
a 9-9 tie.
But Fulton County was up to
the task against Asher (0-2) in the
home half of the sixth, getting a
leadoff triple from Joe Coffey and
singles from Patrick Hayden and
Jared Warner to plate the decisive
runs.
CCHS will try to end its current two-game losing slide Saturday versus Graves County at 2
p.m. at Laker Field before visiting Fourth District leader Marshall County Monday at 6 p.m.

ed, Wednesday night. Only six.
teams have come back to win a
five-game series after being down
2-0.
The Blazers' implosion seemed
irrelevant with five minutes to
play since they trailed by 20
points. It was a different matter
less than 3 1/2 minutes later
when they were within six.
In the only other playoff game
Thursday night, the Boston Celtics
beat Philadelphia 93-85. giving
them a 2-0 lead in the firstround series. Boston outscored
the 76ers 16-4 down the stretch.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Re;,,eser!

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

SIMPLY GOLDEN...The Murray Middle School chess team
won the team gold medal at the Bluegrass State Games
in Louisville after earning a runner-up finish in the Jr.
High division at the State Team Chess Championships
in Bowling Green. Team members are (from left) Chess
Volp, Nathan Crafton, Todd Buck, Blake McCuiston and
Justin Arnold. At the Bluegfa,ps State Games, Volp was
the sixth-grade gold medalist while McCuiston took the
top spot in the Jr. High division and Arnold finished
first in the eighth-grade competition. At state, Volp was
the co-champion in grades 4-6. McCuiston was first
among seventh-graders and Arnold was third among
eighth-graders.

SportsBriefs
The Lords of Soccer 2002 camp schedule includes two co-ed camps, one
for all players and one for goalkeepers, at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex
June 24-28 in Murray.
Full-day and keeper camps for players ages 10-17 run from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. daily and are $95 per player and $125 per keeper. Half-day camps for
players ages 5-9 last from 9 a.m. to noon and cost $75 per camper. The striker/goalkeeper residential camp at the University of Louisville's Shelby Campus
will be held from June 30 to July 5 for players ages 10-17 and costs $375
for overnight campers or $295 for commuters.
For more information, to receive a free brochure or to register, visit the
Lords of Soccer website at wrwcw.lordsofsoccercom or contact camp director
Victor Petroni by phone at 502-267-2337 or by e-mail at lordsofsoccer@yahoo.com.
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
For more information, call Mike Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext. 23.

Van Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
8 636
14
Montreal
2
10 .545
12
New York
3
11
500
11
Florida
3 1/2
12 478
11
Atlanta
6
364
14
8
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
7 650
13
Pittsburgh
1/2
8 619
13
Cincinnati
4
12 455
10
St. Louis
41/2
12 429
9
Houston
5
12 400
8
Chicago
7
15 318
7
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
8 636
14
Arizona
1/2
8 619
13
San Francisco
1
9 591
13
Los Angeles
3
500
11
11
San Diego
8
273
16
6
Colorado
Today's Games
Los Angeles (Perez 2-1) at Chicago Cubs
(Wood 2-1), 2:20 p.m.
San Diego (Tomko 1-1) at Pittsburgh (Viilone 2-2). 6:05 p.m.
Arizona (Johnson 5-0) at Florida (Olsen 01). 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis (T. Smith 0-0) at Montreal (Pavano
2-2), 6.05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Rusch 1-1) at N.Y Mets (Estes
0-2), 6110 p.m.
San Francisco (Ortiz 2-1) at Cincinnati
(Dessens 1-3), 6:10 p.m.
Houston (Redding 0-1) at Atlanta (Glavine
3-1), 6:35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Adams 0-2) at Colorado (Thomson 2-2). 8:05 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
—
6 .684
13
Boston
1
9 609
14
New York
4 1/2
11 .450
9
Tampa Bay
5 1/2
12 .400
8
Toronto
6
13 .381
8
Baltimore
Central Division
I_ Pct. GB
W
7 682
15
Chicago
1
8 .636
14
Minnesota
3
10 .545
12
Cleveland
6 12
12 368
7
Kansas City
16 .200 10
4
Detroit

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
I
W
5
17
10
12
14
7
14
7

Pct. GB
773
5
545
9 1/2
333
9 1/2
333

Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Wilson 1-1) at Boston (Burkett
1-0). 505 p.m.
Minnesota (Reed 2-1) at Detroit (Greisinger
0-0), 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Finley 1-2) at Texas (Davis 21), 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Douglass 0-0) at Kansas City
(Reichert 0-3), 7:05 p.m.
Toronto (Mi. Smith 0-0) at Anaheim (Appier 1-1), 9:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees(Clemens 2-2) at Seattle (Baldwin 2-0). 9:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Rauch 0-0 or Parque
0-0) at Oakland (Lidle 0-3), 9:05 p.m.

Murray State Baseball
University of Arkansas-Liffle Rock
DOUBLEflEADiR

Saturday, April 27 of 1 p.m.
Sunday, April 28 of 1 p.m.

NO DOWN PAYMENT
NO INTEREST AND
NO PAYMENTS FOR 7 MONTHS.
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

•

•

Serving You For 40 Years IN
Locally Owned
M il WM%
.
N•11 NNE.
.
Arii—Nrii

Murray State University
TwilightInvitational
Saturday, April 27

NO DRAINER.
G:
BUY A NEW ARCTIC CAT ATV AND CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWIN
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NO PAYMENTS FOR
ACCESSORIES

GET
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ARCTIC CAT
ACCESSORIES

7 MONTHS

MURRAY HOME B AUTO !gibs
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
ruNa
7:30 - 5:00. Sat. 7:30 - 3.00
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
murrayhomeandauto.com
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IN Churches ...

NeedLine Donation

rs

7ct;
.

Fie
.00,00immi

Photo provided

SOUPER BOWL DONATION
Tonia Casey, Executive Director of Needline, accepts a check
for S285 from Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten and Jonathan Raj, members of St. John's Episcopal
Church s Youth Group. The money was collected by the youth of the church on "Souper
Bowl Sunday. In addition to collecting money, eight members of the youth group and two
adults worked at Needline for two hours.

Support Relay For Life.
Help stop cancer.

evenings.

at Sing and Rejoice. The evening of a cappella congregational singing will take place today. April 26, beginning at 7 p.m. The group will move into the commons at
10:30 p.m. for the last half-hour.
Leaders this year are Curtis Darnall, Wylie Dean,
Matt Gargus, Brett Morris, Harvey Polk and Todd
Walker.
Refreshments will be available throughout the
evening and there will be an attended nursery for babies
and small children. For transportation, call 753-3714.
Anyone who likes to sing — or listen — is welcome
to attend all or part of the event, which is free.

First UMC youth to
have pancake
breakfast, yard sale

Farmington church
begins gospel
meetings today

4\
444.00.0muni

"Iftraft
.

From Page 9A

FARMINGTON, Ky. — A gospel meeting will begin
today. April 26, and run through Sunday, April 28, at
Farmington Church of Christ. Services for each evening
will begin at 7 p.m. The regular time for Sunday
evening has also been changed to 7 p.m.
Lexie Ray, minister for Fairdealing Church of Christ,
will be speaking Friday night on "Faith Makes a
Difference."
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of
Christ, will speak Saturday night on "Staying Between
the Ditches - Balanced Living for Christians."
Sunday night, Charley Bazzell, minister for
University Church of Christ, will speak on "Restoring
God's Presence in Our Lives."
Carless Cook will lead singing Friday night and Todd
Walker will lead the singing Saturday and Sunday

VIJAY CAMP

GUARANTEED RENTAL*
on select DVD

movie titles!

*Contact Movie World for more information.

Enroll now and join other YMCA kids and counselors as we

"Explore Our Community."

MOVIE WORLD

Come by or call for more info:
808 Chestnut St.• Murray • 759-9622

714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr.
753-7670
Swi..Thum 10 a.m.-II p.m.• Fri.& Sat.10 a.m.-Midnight

Elect Willtant 61.11

I.

Paid c.

MarcLm Carnpaqn Fund

Grace Baptist: Rev. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about "The Right Kind of Church''
with scripture from Acts 17.1-4 at
the morning worship service and
about "What to do with Your Bible"
with scripture from Acts 17:10-15
at the evening worship service.
Choir special "I Know Whom I
Have Believed" will be sang at the

NOW ACCEPTING
ORDERS By PHONE
Store Opening May 6

27 Years Law Enforcement
Police Instructor KY Justice Cabinet
KY Assoc. Chiefs of Police
KY Fraternal Order of Police #23

•Sugar-Free Candy & Fudge
•Country Fresh Fudge
•Jelly Belly
•Personalized Candy Bouquets
Free Delivery In Town

966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
2000 PONTIAC GRAND AM

Memorial Baptist church will be having a yard sale
on Saturday, April 27, from 7 a.m. until 2 p.m. at 1609
Loch Lamond. All proceeds from the yard sale will benefit Relay for Life.

From Page 9A

New Location

ALLOWAY CO. SHERIFF

Memorial Baptist to
have yard sale

III Worship ...

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

MARCUM

Methodist men will be having a ham breakfast on
Saturday, April 27, from 6 p.m. to 10 a.m. at Olive
United Methodist Church's Acitvities Building.
Donations collected at the breakfast will benefit
those in need.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Christian music industry showed
renewed affection for one of its old favorites at the 33rd Annual Dove
Awards, giving Michael W. Smith six awards including the top one of best
artist.
The pianist/songwriter/singer nicknamed "Smitty" wept Thursday as he
accepted his second best artist trophy. He first won it in 1999.
"I'm just grateful that He took a little runt from West Virginia, and He
gave him a platform," Smith said. "And I just give Him all the praise and
glory."

Movie World Customers!
We Are Now Offering

WHAT ARE YOVR KIDS DOING THIS SVMMER?

Methodists plan
ham breakfast

Smith honored at Dove

ATTENTION

We build strong kids,strong mih,strong

The youth group of First United Methodist Church is
hosting a yard sale and pancake breakfast on Saturday,
April 27, from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The public is invited to attend. Tickets for the breakfast are $3 for adults and $2 for children age 10 and
under.
P/oceeds from the sale and breakfast will benefit the
youth's summer mission trip to St. Petersburg, Fla.

Woodmen's
Roth

IRA

Power Windows - Power Locks
Aluminum Wheels - CD Player
()
- nly 24,xxx Miles

Make your retirement planning pay
off with a new Roth IRA!

omy s1 1,799

Start planning for your retirement
TODAY!

1997 TOYOTA CAMRY LE

For more information, call:
Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8113

Power Windows - Power Locks
Sunroof - Remote Entry

ONLY $10,999
2000 BUICK LESABRE

$17,500

A Pwr - uncu One Owner.

Miles Ex'ended Warranty(3 Yr or 75,000 mile bumper 'o bumper

1999 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT

On

2 Dr - A Nr- CD Player- S i• •

www.woodmen.com
On $9,900

_ Orly 30.xxx m

1998 MERCURY GRAND MARQUIS L.5
Pwr - Leather

•

$12,900

Miles

1997 NISSAN ALTIMA
J

Only 44.xxx Miles

1995 FORD RANGER

Only

$4,900

5-Snoed

$2,900

Pwr Windows - Pwr Locks - Ti

1995 PONTIAC SUNFIRE

$5,900

--at Gas Miles

1995 CHEVROLET S-10 TRUCK
w/Air

1994 DODGE INTREPID

Only

$3,900

Only

$4,900

C

1993 BUICK REGAL
PNir LC_A, k

$5,900

•

Sr

Pwr Windows - Pwr Locks- Titr Cruise wir

11110

Murray Middle School

1995 FORD PROBE SE

5-Speeri

P 111PAP
C

*
SO

. $9,900

Pwr Windows - Pwr Lo(
I ^"al

LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
$14,500

I ; xx Miles

1999 CHEVROLET S-10 PICKUP
crnmrjtir - A r
t
V8 - Ail

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD,
OMAHA WOODMEN

morning service and The Banner
of the Cross- will be sang at the
evening service John Wood is
minister of music and Jason
Carroll is minister of youth.
Sunday School is at 930 a m and
choir practice is at 5 p.m
Locust Grove Baptist: The
Rev. Jeffery Elliott. pastor. will
speak about The Covenant of
Membership- at the 11 a m. worship services. Everyone is invited
to join the church for a concert at 6
p m.
featuring
"Continental
Breakfast." The concert will take
place of regular Sunday evening
worship services. Jarrod Martin is
youth director Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. A radio ministry,
"The Journey,- is at 10 a.m.
Sunday on WNBS-AM 1340. and
Rev. Elliott will be on the Breakfast
Show each Thursday at 8 a.m.
Prayer/Bible Study of Acts and
Team Kids will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.
First Baptist: Dr Wendell Ray,
pastor, will speak at the 8 30 a.m.
live worship service and the 1045
service. The
worship
a.m
Sanctuary Choir with Emily
Runnels will sing "On My Knees"
at the 1045 a.m service Joetta
Kelly will give the children's sermon and Don Rogers will serve as
deacon of the week Sunday
school is at 930 a m.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist: Revival services will
be held from Sunday, April 28.
through Tuesday, April 30.
Services will be held each night at
7 p.m. with the Rev. Michael Blake
speaking. Special music will be
performed at each service. The
public is invited.

Cruise - C

1992 MAZDA 82200 EXT. CAB

Or, $2,900

Srer' 1

Murray Elementary School
753-5022

759-0842
SUM MER SiSSIWI

Register in MMS Cafeteria
3-6 p.m.

Ju ne 3

through July 19f 20°2

Register in MES Cafeteria
2:30-6 p.m.

REGISTRATION: April 29 through May 19
Registration Fee (non-refundable):
$25/one child, $30/two children, $35/three children
Daily Rates: $15/one child, $22/two children, $30/three children
Weekly Rates: $60/one child, $90/two children, $105/three children

FIELD TRI S:I
Ventura Rivet—

1990 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

BRANDON

$975

Chock

more
E Chute...and

field 'Trip fee: $35

it!) WORLD

1300 121 N. BY-PASS • MURRAY,KY
(270)753-5315 — (800)455-5315
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INSIDE/OUTSIDE
SIDEWALK SALE

University PLAZA
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3 BIG DAYS! Fri., April 26, Sat., April 21, Sum, April 28
photo provided
AND A ONE, AND A TWO ... The Murray State University Symphony, under the direction of
Professor Dennis L. Johnson are shown preparing for their final concert of the Spring term on
Sunday. April 28 at 2:00 p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium, where they will be performing "Lord of
the Rings."

Traces of anthrax found again at Conn. facility
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WALLINGFORD, Conn. (AP) ing the investigation into the Nov.
— Trace amounts of anthrax were 21 death of Ottilie Lundgren, 94, of
found on the ceiling of a postal sort- nearby Oxford, who died of inhalaing center where the deadly bacteria tion anthrax.
was found last year, a state official
In Sunday's tests, three of 103
said Thursday.
samples taken at 71 locations inside
The Wallingford facility was test- the complex tested positive for
ed on Sunday and the positive sam- anthrax, state Department of Health
ples were found in the ceiling above spokesman William Gerrish said.
three of the four sorting machines
"What we feel is that these probthat were contaminated last fall.
ably represent residual spores from
About 3 million spores were contamination
occurring
last
found in the complex last year dur- October," Gerrish said.

U.N.C. drops
early decision
admissions
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —
The University of North Carolina is
dropping its early decision admissions program, becoming the first
major U.S. university to end the
increasingly controversial policy,
officials said.
"Carolina has taken this step
because we believe it will best serve
our future students and their families," Chancellor James Moeser said
Thursday.
The practice allows students to
get a quick response from their firstchoice college in exchange for a
promise to attend if admitted.
Early admission was first used in
the 1950s by elite colleges, but the
practice spread about a decade ago.
Now more than 400 colleges and
universities invite high school seniors to apply ahead of the crowd, a
College Board survey found.
Critics claim the policy can force
teen-agers into premature decisions
and can give unfair advantage to
those with money and admissions
know-how.
Some schools avoid that pitfall
by offering a nonbinding "early
action- program.
Defenders call early admission
efficient. They say problems occur
only when it is used to fill too many
slots.
At the University of North
Carolina, the school's early admission program allowed students who
applied by Oct. 15 to be notified
about their status by Dec. 3.
"We've observed growing pressure on students to choose colleges
earlier simply because they believe
it is their best chance to get in, without the benefit of the considerable
maturation that takes place in the
senior year of high school," said
Jerome Lucido, vice provost for
enrollment management and director of admissions.
The university had dropped binding early decision in the early 1970s
and resumed the practice for freshmen applying for admission in fall
2000.

WWF wants to
question Tate for
defamation lawsuit
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — The World Wrestling
Federation wants to question a
young killer about the "wrestling
defense" his attorney used during
his trial last year.
Attorneys for the WWF want to
question Lionel Tate about the
defense Jim Lewis mounted when
Tate was tried for the July 1999
death of 6-year-old Tiffany
Eunick.
Lewis had claimed that Tate,
then 12. accidentally killed
Tiffany while imitating pro
wrestling moves. Tate, tried as an
adult, was convicted of firstdegree murder and received a life
sentence.

The Postal Service said in a news
release that the samples were taken
prior to a routine cleaning of the
ceiling.
Investigators believe Lundgren
inhaled anthrax spores, perhaps by
ripping up junk mail that had passed
through the Wallingford center,
although testing of her home found
no traces of anthrax.
Nationwide, five people died fol
lowing the mailing of anthrax-tainted letters from New Jersey.

Visit Murray's Pier 1 This Weekend For Our
Annual

SPRING SIDEWALK SALE
Save Up To

c
y
50

On All Sidewalk Items!

SAVE STORE WIDE ON ALL ITEMS INSIDE!

11111.1,1
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

UP TO

-

School
unch Menu
Sponsored each week by

75% OFF

Parker-Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
753-5273
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 29 to May 3 have been released by
Janice McCuiston and Judy Clark, food service directors for Murray
City Schools and Calloway County Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily): Monday - Biscuit with
sausage
usage gravy, fruit juice; Tuesday -Donut, fruit juice; Wednesday
poplar', fruit juice; Thursday - Steak biscuit, pineapples.
Lunch (milk is served daily): Monday - Crispy steak fingers, potato
wedges, roll, pineapple; Tuesday - Hot dog, trail mix, chips, Little
Debbies; Wednesday - Turkey and dressing with scalloped potatoes,
cranberry sauce, cole slaw, roll; Thursday - Corn dog, green peas,
orange wedges.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (cereal, toast, muffin, fruit juice
and milk available daily): Monday. Biscuit with sausage gravy; Tuesday
- Donuts; Wednesday - Sausage biscuit; Thursday - Pancakes and
syrup with sausage links; Friday - Oatmeal with muffin. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, chef salads and milk available daily): Monday - Stuffed
crust pizza, grilled chicken on a bun, a grilled cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - Sack lunch day: Hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - Crispy steak nuggets, turkey
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday -BBC) chicken with roll, hamburger, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday Lasagna with Texas toast, chuckwagon sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich.
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, fruit juice or fruit, yogurt
and milk available daily): Monday - Sausage biscuit; Tuesday - Donuts,
poptarts; Wednesday -Biscuit with sausage gravy; Thursday - Chicken
biscuit; Friday - Bacon and egg biscuit. Lunch (pizza, chef salad, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk available daily): Monday Chicken and noodles with a roll, philly beef and swiss sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - Sack lunch
day: Hot dog, turkey and cheese, pizza; Wednesday - Country fried
steak with a roll, roast beef sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
turkey and cheese sandwich; Thursday - Sliced turkey and gravy with a
roll, cheeseburger, grilled cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich;
Friday - Oriental chicken with an egg roll, chuckwagon sandwich,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich, submarine on hoagie.
Calloway High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, Poptarts, muffins, donuts,
fruit juice and milk available daily): Monday - Breakfast pizza; Tuesday
- Pancake and sausage on a sick with syrup; Wednesday - Steak biscuit; Thursday - Biscuit with sausage gravy; Friday - Pancake and
sausage on a stick with syrup. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
fries, chef salads, pizza, fruit drinks, tea and milk available daily):
Monday - Oriental chicken with an egg roll, chuckwagon sandwich;
Tuesday - Sack lunch day: Deli sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - Chili cheese crispito
with Mexican cornbread, chicken patty on a bun; Thursday - BBC;chicken with roll, hot ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - Lasagna with Texas
toast, fish sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk available daily): Monday - Scrambled eggs, Tuesday - Poptarts:
Wednesday - Pancakes; Thursday - Biscuit and gravy; Friday Cinnamon patries. Lunch (vegetables, assortment of fresh and canned
fruit and juice and milk available daily): Monday - Hamburger, tuna salad
sandwich; Tuesday - Pizza, chef's salad; Wednesday -Taco salad,
grilled chicken sandwich; Thursday - Turkey and swiss sandwich, grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - Pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, suice and milk available
daily): Monday - Honey bun: Tuesday - Biscuit and gravy, Wednesday
- Poptarts, Thursday - Sausage and biscuit; Friday - Waffle sticks.
Lunch (vegetables, fruit, milk, ice cream, bottled water and fruit roll-ups
available daily): Monday - Chicken sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - Sack
lunch: Hot ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter sandwich;
Wednesday - French bread pizza, foot-long hot dog; Thursday - Fish
sandwich with cheese, tuna fish sandwich, cheeseburger; Friday Tacos, grilled cheese sandwich.
Murray High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily): Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday- Egg and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - Coffee cake; Thursday - Sausage and biscuit;
Friday - Cinnamon rolls. Lunch (hamburgers, cheeseburgers. pizza.
fruit, vegetables, milk, ice cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned
fruit drinks available daily): Monday - Chicken tried steak sandwich,
bean roll; Tuesday - Pasta bar, French bread pizza, chef salad with
crackers; Wednesday - Chicken and dumplings, ham and cheese sandwich; Thursday - Beef fingers with bread, chef salad with crackers:
Friday - Corn dog, turkey roll-up

_

.067/731
...THE MUSI UNIQUE MEN'S STORE
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6•Sun. 1-5

yea& Blossoin
HEALTH FOOD
•Vitamins *Herbs •Teas •Sport Nutrition
• Groceries *Health & Beauty Aids
9

COUPON
Bring Coupon In For

' 2070OFF

Name
Address

Except. Food Items-Groceries

Coupon Good For April 26, 27 & 28, 2002 Only

a

THE TROPHY CASE

I

SPORT/NO 0000,9 X AWARDS

50%

SAVE UP TO
ON ALL OUTSIDE ITEMS

Save Storewide On All Items Inside!
New Shipment of Apparel & Cleats For All Sports

Quizno's
,„ , SUBS
NOW CIIMER4117
At Ouizno's, we toast our subs to enhance the flavor.
But our perfectly toasted subs already have a head
start at great taste because of our ingredients — 1000.
real dairy-made cheese. real italian meats, real turkey
breast and real Black Angus top round, sliced fresh
daily and stacked on our famous baguette-style bread
Our fearless prediction: we think you're going to be
really happy here.

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11-9•Sun. 12-8

APR 26 2002

Proudly Serving Murray For 33 Years!
Dedicated, loyal employees and our commitment to quality, friendly and
professional service have helped us achieve the highest standard of excellence.

To our customers Er employees we say

"THANK YOU!
31
Doris Williams
Controller
33 Years

liiirti• • •lenkins
111 1 4' hii Manager
Z7 Years

\..k• lathtrts

Betty Parrish
Accounting
14 Years

'arl Garlanu
Technician
13 Years

Dewey
Technician
-25.Years

Inventory Control
25 Years

Mike Kirk
Technician
17 Years

Dennis English
Service Manager
15 Years

Richard Hall
Technician
11 Years

Melanie Todd
Warranty Clerk
10 Years

Tim Waddell
Technician
10 Years

Shelia NiAncv
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Serviee Writer.
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Clifford Hutcherson
Cleanup
4 Years
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Accounting
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Harley Gamble
Parts
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Sales
1 Year
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Hispanic homeownership on rise
By GENARO C. ARMAS
Associated Press Writer
MANASSAS PARK, Va.(AP)—
Homeownership among Hispanics
surged during the economic boom of
the 1990s, according to census figures that .also show differences in
living patterns among Latino
groups.
For example, 2000 census data to
be released Wednesday show that
Cubans are more likely than
Mexicans to own their own homes,
while Puerto Ricans are much more
likely to rent rather than buy.
More flexible lending practices
and the good economy helped boost
the homeownership rate for
Hispanics overall to a new high,
though it still lags far behind the
national average for all people.
The Hispanic rate grew from 42
percent in 1990 to 46 percent.
Overall, 66 percent of all American
homes were owned in 2000, up from
64 percent a decade earlier.
-There's no question there's a
substantial increase in homeownership, but a very small base," said
Roberto Suro, director of the nonpartisan Pew Hispanic Center
research group.
"When I came to this country,

Hispanic people didn't have the
opportunity," said Jose Pineda, who
immigrated from El Salvador in
1981. Pineda now co-owns a restaurant in a primarily Hispanic neighborhood in Manassas Park, a middle-class Virginia suburb of
Washington, and owns a town home
in a development in nearby Sterling.
Hispanics
changed.
"That
became a bigger population,"
Pineda said. -There is opportunity
now.,,
"It's a classic example of the
glass half-full and half-empty," Suro
said.
By comparison, 46 percent of
black-headed homes in 2000 were
owned, along with 53 percent of
Asian homes and 72 percent of
white homes.
"Hispanic" is considered an ethnicity, not a race. People of Hispanic
ethnicity can be of any race.
Owning a home is more prevalent in some Hispanic groups than
others. Much of that is due to where
these different groups settle.
Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and
Cubans are the three largest
Hispanic groups in the United
States. The majority of Cubans live
in Florida, where housing prices and

the cost of living are lower than in
New York, which has a large Puerto
Rican population.
Cubans, as a group, tend to be
older, better educated and better
paid — characteristics that lend
themselves to homeownership.
Cubans also tend to have been in
the United States longer, giving
them more time to build up enough
wealth to buy a home. Much of the
most recent Hispanic immigrant
wave came from Mexico and central
America.
Those effects play out in the statistics: Of the three largest Hispanic
groups in the United States, 58 percent of Cuban-headed homes nationwide were owned, compared with
48 percent of Mexicans and 35 percent of Puerto Ricans.
In 1990, 51 percent of Cubanheaded homes were owned; compared with 47 percent of Mexicans
and 26 percent of Puerto Ricans.
Erika Hizel is director of housing
programs for the National Council
of La Raza, a Hispanic advocacy
group. She said Mexican and Latin
American families in the United
States tend to have little access to
credit, in large part because of their
poorer financial background.

Meanwhile, some Puerto Ricans
and other Caribbean groups tend to
be overextend themselves on credit,possibly because they are more
assimilated to American culture, she
said.
Geographically, the largest gains
in Hispanic homeownership were in
immigrant gateway states with large'
like
populations
Mexican
California, New Mexico and Texas,
said Patrick Simmons, a demographer with the nonprofit Fannie Mae
Foundation.
While predatory lending remains
a big concern, Hizel said more flexible mortgage lending practices
were developed in the past decad(
-Yet the primary barrier is no(
necessarily income and prices," said
Hizel, based in San Antonio, Texas.
-The primary barrier is a lack of
consumer-oriented help."
For more recent immigrants,
making financial ends meet is the
more immediate goal.
"I rent, I don't own," said an
aproned Edgar Cruz as he stood
behind the counter at the Hispanicowned bakery where he works in
Manassas. Cruz immigrated from
Mexico three years ago. "I came
from Mexico for a job."
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KentuckyBriefs
'Predator' actor
announces Republican
gubernatorial bid

GREENUP, Ky.(AP) — Sonny Landham, an
actor who has played supporting roles in action
movies like "Predator" and "48 Hours," said
Thursday he will run for governor as a
Republican.
A statement from Landham said his platform
included overhauling child-support and other
family law statutes. He also advocated defeat this
year of a proposed constitutional amendment to
approve a new system of family courts.
Landham planned to make a public announcement Thursday night at the Greenup Public
Library.
Landham,61, has been in a bitter custody fight
with his former wife He settled in Ashland after

a court-ordered release from federal prison last
year. A federal appeals court overturned his conviction for allegedly making threatening and
obscene phone calls to his former wife.
Previously announced Republican candidates
are Jefferson County Judge-Executive Rebecca
Jackson, state Rep. Steve Nunn of Glasgow and
state Sen. Virgil Moore of Leitchfield.

Kentucky woman's remains
found in Tennessee ID'd
Authonnes have
JACKSON, Tenn. (AP)
identified a skeleton found in a wooded area earlier this month as a Kentucky woman missing
since 1997.
Rita Cheryl Henderson, 41, was identified
through her dental records by officials at The
Regional Medical Center in Memphis on

Monday. The skeleton was found by timber cutters on April 12.
Her death has been ruled suspicious and is
under investigation, Madison County Sheriff's
Department investigators said.
Henderson was wanted for failure to appear
for a trial in which she was facing theft of more
than $300, according to records from the U.S.
District Court in Western Kentucky.
Henderson worked as a secretary for Walter
Chyle, now deceased, while he was the county
attorney in Butler County, Ky. She was accused
of making unauthorized withdrawals totaling
$55,000 from his accounts.
Authorities said she could have been dead
three or four years before her body was found
near Whittington road. Henderson once lived at a
different address on the same road. investigator;
said.

IhkST

BAPTIST

April 28 •6pm
203 South 4th Street
NO TICKETS REQUIRED

www.murrayledgencom

I am Jim D. Kelly, a candidate for the Office of Coroner of Calloway County. I
reside in the Van Cleave Community and am a life-long resident of Calloway
County. My immediate family includes my wife, Joetta Harlow Kelly, minister of
pre-school and children at First Baptist Church. We have three children,Benji and
his wife, Kelli of Campbellsville, KY; Abby, a student at Calloway County Middle
School and Joseph, a student at Southwest Elementary School; one brother, Dan
Kelly and his wife Carol of Murray; two sisters, Glenda Rowlett and her husband,
Don of Murray and Kathy Hurt and her husband Harold of Nashville, TN.
I am actively employed with Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home as a licensed
representative helping families with pre-planning funeral services, a member and
deacon of the First Baptist Church and President of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association. I also served on the Calloway County Board of
Education, Calloway County Needline Board, Murray Lion's Club and Calloway
County Fire and Rescue. I attended school in Calloway County School System,
Murray State University and Commonwealth Schools.
Even though I have gained invaluable experience and knowledge through my
of a
work experience in helping families that have just experienced the death
duties
the
fulfill
to
y
necessar
loved one,I pledge to receive any additional training
of the office. Since no one person can obtain expertise in all areas, the coroner
must be a person of cooperation and a team player. I will always seek the advice
of experts in their respective fields, when needed,and will be cooperative with all
other investigative agencies to ensure that all decisions are made in a fair, competent and professional manner.
I believe that Calloway County needs a coroner that possesses the skills of mature
leadership that knows all areas of the county, who will answer all calls promptly,
provide documentation to the families and funeral homes promptly and efficientloved
ly while having compassion for the families and friends that have just lost a
one. •

7‘e Zeteet 94444
•MATURE LEADERSHIP
•RELIABLE EXPERIENCE

of
I believe that I possess the necessary skills to fulfill the duties of the Office
and
28th
Coroner for Calloway County. I ask that you please vote for me on May
elect me as your next coroner.

•LIFE-LONG RESIDENT

•COOPERATION

•PROFESSIONALISM

•COMPASSIONATE

Paid For By Jim Kelly
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AD DEADLINES
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020
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030
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070
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110
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140
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160
165
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
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280
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300
320
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340
360
370
380
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400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
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520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
87.00 Column Inch,601i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
f All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
WO extra for Shopper ITues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide, 12.50 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. VISA
To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
LEGAL NOTICE

Lake Cities Management LLC, mailing
address 720 Complex Dr., Grand Rivers, KY

42045 hereby declares intention(s) to apply
for a Limited Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage
By The Drink License no later than 5-24-02.
The business to be licensed will be located at
1202 South 12th St., Murray, Kentucky
42071, doing business as Calloway Inn Murray. The owner(s); Principal Officers and
Directors; Limited Partners; or Members)
are as follows: Manager, Walter Lampkin of
720 Complex Dr., Grand Rivers, KY 42045.
Any person, association, corporation, or body
politic may protest the granting of the
licenses by writing the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight
Trail, Frankfort, KY 40601-8400; within 30
days of the date of this legal publication.
020

020

Notice

Notice
1

MER
STEVE VID
at Law
Attorney

304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

You r

an
Headquarters

•Caps *Jackets
..•••
'Shirts •Warmups
• I )iecast 'License Plates
•Coffee Cups
AND MUCH.
MUCH MORE!
_ -.7c7_ 7.47: 579_3-e7

EASLEY

I 500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Next to Beasley Sot. & Mt.)
Hours: 9 a.m.•5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

D'S Shirts N' Things
Aurora 474-8890
Women!! Check out our
swim wear. Tummy control
1 piece, 2 piece, bdy legs
& bikini styles Quality
shirts in many designs to
choose from Discounts on
12 or more shirts & caps SALE for past due rent or
Custom car plates. shorts. Units 3. 20. and 21 at
tops & swim wear for all Hooks Mini Storage 4564
St Rt. 121 North. Murrav
Collector toy tractors
or
•Airbrush artist here all Will be April 271h at 10
am
summer Open 10 to 5 7
days a week After MemoVu I Inn.%
rial day 10 to 7pm
I'll071)(,RAP11)

FLOWER Market
(Next to Catholic Church)
Now Open
10am-6pm
Mon-Sat
Sun 1pm-5pm
Seasonal Annual Color

LK% \
16 years service
270-753-1001
MRS ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life Tells Past. Present &
Future 270-767-0508

One man's junk
er man's treasure.
anoth
is
Call us to place your
classified ad today!
(270)753-1916
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MATERIAL HANDLERS NEEDED
-hoemaker Enterprises is recruiting two material handlers for a temporary period of June 15.
2002 through December 15, 2002 Normal work
week will be Monday through Friday 7:30 a.m.
until 4:00 p.m Rate of pay is $8.44 per hour. No
experience is required. Workers will: Unload
trucks over gravity flow bin; open tailgates and
trap doors on trucks, will use a scoop and
broom to clean truck beds: will sweep unloading
area and remove any clutter from unloading
area. will assist in keeping area around grain
facility clean. Workers will be responsible for
their own travel and housing expenses. Only
persons authorized to work permanently in the
U.S need to apply Send resume to: Ginny
Burton. 3281 at Department for Employment
Services at 275 E Main St. 2-W in Frankinr-t
Ky 40621.
"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER .

Lost and Found

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY

FOUND. Brown female,
dog near Edinborough Dr
& Robertson Rd. 759-9874
LOST Dog Murray Area,
female approximately
40Ibs, long black & golden
brown hair, spots on
tongue. no collar
REWARD 853-0952
LOST Dog Murray Area,
female approximately
40Ibs. long black & golden
brown hair, spots on
tongue, no collar
REWARD 853-0952
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

The Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee
for the Electrical Industry
is accepting applications
for apprenticeship on the
first Friday of each month
between the hours of
1000 a m. and 600 p.m.
and on the Saturday following the first Friday between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 11:00 am at the
I.B.E.W. Local 816
J.A.T.C. Office. 4515
Clarks River Road. Paducah, KY. All applicants will
be received without regard
Just give us a call, we'll
to age. race, color, relibe glad to help.
gion. national origin, or
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
sex, Each applicant must
meet all basic require'Cause we all have Furry
ments to be eligible for an
or Feathered Friends.
interview. Requirements
Here at the
are- 17 years of age (18 at
Ledger & Times
time of indenture), high
school graduate or GED
Call 753-1916
or Associates Degree,
active drivers license, birth
060
certifi-cate and proof of
Help Wanted
one full credit in Algebra 1,
Appli-cants have 60 days
from date of application to Live in needed to help with
female stroke patient
supply required informa436-2053
tion. Applicants will be
selectedin order of their
HIRING Dishwasher &
ranking re-sulting from
Cooks Full & Part-time
rating by inter-viewers.
Apply in person at Anna's
Farmhouse Restaurant in
060
Aurora KY 1-270-354Help Wanted
9875

AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED
06/04/02 - 12/31/02
06/17/02 - 12/13/02
Wages: Minimum of S6.60. S7.00 and/or S8.00 per
hour depending on job performed. 75% of hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact
local State Employment Service Office.

- HELP WANTED

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

-

Due to the overwhelming rJsi)se of
our new restaurant in Murray we have
Immediate positions available for all
shifts, mainly daytime. If you are interested in working in a fun, safe, clean
environment stop by our restaurant at
1203 Chestnut St. & ask for Store
Manager, Vicky West.

I
S.
zno
Qui
SUBS

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Seasonal Maintenance (20-40 hrs/wk.)
$6.00-7.00/hr.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring 1-2 seasonal maintenance workers to
work 20-40 hours per week. Must be available to work weekends and holidays. Pay
will depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers
license. Applications are available at the
park office at 900 Payne Street between 8
a.m.-4 p.m.
Part-time Custodian
Murray Elementary Kid's Company.
The Murray Board of Education is accepting apr!
cations for a part-time. 12 month, custodian for iii,
Kids Company program at Murray Element.,,
School.
Duties to include basic housekeeping practices :•
cleaning the kitchen, cafeteria, restrooms, maintain
ing floors and hallways. Knowledge of operatiii
floor machines. wet vacuums. etc. Must have 1 2.!'
grade diploma or GED. Able to work around
(ken. faculty. and staff. Must be neat in appearark
good attitude and show professional work qualitic
Hours are from 60) p.m. - 9:30 p.m.. Monal
through Friday.
Interested persons may pick up applicatii,
Monday through Friday. 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. at If.
Murray Board of Education office, located at 2(
South 13th Street. Murray. Kentucky.
The \Iiimi% InrIcnenclent School district is an Fr 0

120

060

060

060

050

010

010

Help Wanted

Computers

LIFEGUARDS

COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799 up
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a m -7p.m
Mon-Sat
1p.m.-5p.m.
Sun.
Visa/ Mastercard

KELLERS

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGISTS
Two immediate full-time positions
available for afternoon and midnight
shifts. Applicants must have ARRT
Registry or Eligible. Competitive salary
with excellent shift differential. Submit
applications or resumes to JPMC's
Human Resources Department, 1099
Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, KY
42066.

Lifeguard applications
are available until May
10, 2002 at the Murray Calloway County Park
Office. 9(X) Payne
Street, Murray, KY
Applicant must have
certification. For information phone Park
Office, 270-762-0325.

140

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please
Sealed bids will be accepted for
upkeep of Temple Hill Cemetery
thru May 4. Call Bob at 753-4937
or Billy at 753-2831 or Larry at
753-9984.

0/0 needs driver for second truck, home weekends. 850WK, 3yrs OTR
exp, no tickets no accidents more experience.
more pay (270)559-2428
PAINTERSDrywall finishers
5yrs. exp. Trans. a must
Call 270-489-2512
PART-TIME grill cook, experience help Apply in
person at Kenlake Manna.
SALES CLERK
20+ hours per/week rotating schedule Pick up application or send resume,
Tooter's Antique Mall,
PO Box 196, Hazel, KY
42049 No phone calls

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
WHIRLPOOL 2 years old,
Never Usedl Loaded propane gas stove 753-7710
or 759-4492 $600 0130
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Want to Buy

EOE M/FN/D
NOW Hiring All Positions,
Experience grill cook. Apply in person at Majestic
Draffenville. No Phone
Calls Please.

[ICI Appliances

ANTIQUES
Old toys. advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th Murray

12FT wide, 1 1/2 bath. 2
oedroom, 2 A/C. $1,995
437-4465
1989 14x80 3 bedroom, 2
bath $9,800 753-0179 or
Buccaneer 16x70
907
219
2110-9
2Br, 2 bath, $13.500
includes move 753-3370
BEAUTIFUL double wide.
for information Call 607-

1L022 Remodeled 1
N E5WY
78
GOOD used Air Condition-' bedroom, 1 bath, mobile
er. refrigerator, stove. car- home $2,500 Must See!
peting. 753-4109
753-2251 after 6:00PM
Ugly vacant & fix up propRELIANCE HOMES
erties wanted, any area,
3Br. 2 bath. Double wide
any condition. Call 270plywood floors, side by
522-6368
side refrigerator, $280 per
month, 2 miles N Murray
WANT to Buy used, but
Call 270good, Power wheels. Call on U S Hwy 641
767-9442
8am-8pm
759-9215
RELIANCE HOMES INC.
WANTED riding mowers
2 MILES N. MURRAY,KY
that need work 436-2867
New 32x80 5 BR, 3 Bath
150
with fireplace, Moen fauArticles
cets throughout, fiberglass
For Sale
tubs, NO Plastic, plywood
floors. 5468 per month,
40 and 35 horse boat mo
turn key set up on your
2
cage,
tors. Iguana with
property.
heat rocks. Liq wt Free kitCall 270-767-9442
00pm
6
after
Call
tens
436-2099

HELP WANTED
THE Calloway County
Local established
FSA Office will accept apbusiness has
plications for Field Assisopening for
tant positions through the
close of business on May
RECEPTIONIST
13. 2002. This position is
position.
for field assistance to help
High school degree
Dr. Richard Stout's
deliver federal farm prorequired. Must
grams to producers in Caloffice. Please fax
possess excellent
incumBIG screen TV for sale.
loway County The
(270)759-1215 or
phone and people
Take on small payments.
bent will work only when
skills.
mail resume to: 2957
Good credit required. 1needed. The majority of
resume to:
Send
U.S. Hwy. 641 N..
be
800-398-3970
the employee's time will
P.O. Box 1040-M
spent in farm related fieldMurray, KY 42071
CELEBRITY elec Scooter
Murray, KY 42071
Licensed
work.
Please include 3
candy apple red, used a
Insured
and
All applicants shall.
Asking
couple months.
references and
1 Be citizens of the United
THE Bull Pen
$3000. 753-1967 after
license number.
WE MOVE
States
Steaks & Spirits
5pm,
2 Be a High School GraduNow Hiring
E HOMES
MOBIL
dining table, two
CRTT'S and RRT'S want- ates or have GED
Servers, Cooks, Hostess- CHERRY
& 4 chairs like new
ed. New division for exist- 3.Have a Social Security es Apply in person, Mon- captain
ing company located in Number,
day - Saturday 9am - 4pm $475
Duncan Phf. table
Murray, KY Send resume 4 Be at least 18 years of WANTING to earn $15 00 1950's
SALE- Sunshine
buffet & china SPRING
to Human Resources P.O. age or 17 years of age for plus an hour- then become 6 chairs.
quality at greater savings!
Good
Matching.
cabinet.
Box 1600 Murray, KY High School Graduate
Arrowhead
by
Come
a server at Patti's 1880's
753-7991
42071 Equal Opportunity 5.Complete FSA-675, Ap- Settlement Applications condition $650
Home Sales for details.
plication for County Em- may be picked up at the
Employment/ AA
312.4 Hwy 79N - Paris. TN
DISNEY-Beach Vacation
6 nights, Great hotel
Monday- Saturday 9 00AM
DRIVERS needed. Re- ployment.
hostess podium Immedia temporaSacrifice for $199
to 6 OOPM
quired Class A CDL. clean This lob will be
ate Positions Available!
not
270-846-8095
driving record & 2 years ry intermittent position
For more information call
(1) year.
experiences. Competitive to exceed one
270-362-8844
Mobile Homes For Rent
C wheel chair
ELECTRI
on the
wages. benefits. Home ev- Salary will depend
$1,700
the person WAREHOUSE workers lift- Pride Jazzy 1103,
ery weekend. Must have 2 experience of
but no less than ing required. 40+ hours Days 753-9479 nights 2BR Rent to own 14x70
selected.
a
and
,
experience
years
Coleman RE 759-4118
weekly, drug free work- 591-1509
clean driving record. 270- S9 02 per hour,
ex753-0686
Call
place
acbe
will
ns
Applicatio
NICE 2br No pets
FOR sale wood kitchen ta489-2138
tension 120 or 124
Calloway
the
at
753-9866
cepted
green
$125,
4
&
chairs
ble
FULL-TIME maintenance
County FSA Office or can
WENDY'S Now Hiring
286
recliner $25. large microfor Murray Place Apt. Re88 RobertDaytime Hours
wave $15. Call 759-4704 [Mobile Home Lots For Rent
include• be mailed to:
sponsibilities
Ky Apply between 2 and 4pm after 5:00pm
grounds. son Rd S. Murray,
maintaining
42071.
LOT for rent
painting, light plumbing &
FOR Sale 500MHZ comEQUAL EMPLOYMENT
090
492-8488
electrical repairs. Benefits
puter 128 mb Ram, 4gb
CandiOPPORTUNITY
Domestic & Childcare
included. Drug test and
300
HD 56K modem, 4056
dates will be considered
background check reBusiness Rentals
ports 15" monitor, scanner,
without discrimination for BABYSITTER needed to
quired. Bring resume with
mouse. keyboard. $525.
such
reason
nonment
any
23 month old M-F 7am- 2.13" color TV's one with EXECUTIVE Office space
references to: Murray
as race, color, national ori- 5 30pm Prefer small in
Place Apt. 1700 Lowes
remote $30 each. HP color for rent, downtown area,
age,
Monday- Friday. gin. gender, religion,
home daycare Ref re- printer $50 Call 753-1855
Drive
modi to suit 759-5073
disability, political beliefs, quired
753-1559 after For more info
9am- 5pm.
sexual orientation, and 6pm
HAIR Studio now has
marital or family status or
FREE Dish Network
openings for Full and part- membership or nonmembH&S Cleaning Service
$22 99
install
Free
time stylists with booth
Home & Office Cleaning
ership in any employee Orp/month Some restrictions 1 Bedroom W & D furnish
rental space available Call ganization This agency
"Licensed & Insured"
apply 1-800-815-8324 or ed Kirksey Coleman RE
753-6416 leave message.
Call for Free Estimates
provides reasonable ac270-444-0191
759-4118
270-753-0413
commodations to appliFREE
1 bedroom, some utility
cants with disabilities The MATURE Christian lady is Dish Network Satellite sys- paid. washer and dryer
decision on granting rea- available to care for older tem, installed free Top 50 _available No pets 767sonable accommodation person or someone that is
9037.
programming for only
Prefer
will be made on a case-by- needing care in their
$22.99 per month. Call for 1 Br Furnished reference
case basis
homes References availa- more information. Beasley & deposit Required No
experience bu*
OPENING ble. Call 435-4682
Antenna & Satellite at
will train. Do nc'
Pets $2251 month 753IMMEDIATE
877-455-0901
for Receptionist/ Book3949
100
need CNA
Business
downkeeper- Must be friendly
KENMORE 70 series dry- 1 OR 2br apts near
pleasant
Opportunity
and easy to talk with Ex$150 town Murray starting at
gas
new.
like
er,
atmosphere,
perience in Quickbooks.
$200/mo. 753-4109.
OBO 841-0448
HOMEWORKERS
Excel and Access helpful
good working
182 bedroom Apts
LARGE Oak EntertainNeeded.
Apply in person to AutoApply at Mur-Cal Apts.
onditions. Apply
$1400.
mated Direct Mail, 87 5635 weekly processing ment center paid
902 Northwood Dr
in nersnri nt
Like New
Spruce Street, Suite B, mail Easy! No experience asking $600
Monday,
759-5195
needed
Murray. KY 42071
Wednesday, Friday
MACHINE quilting
MATURE responsible, deli Call 1-888-517-2362
Phone 759-4984
EOE
cook needed Apply to PO Ext. 4605 24hrs
Equal Housing
$31 50 reg size
120
MURRAY Area
Opportunity
Box 1040-P Murray. KY
Murray Sewing Center
Computers
759-8400
LPN -RN -MA 42071
T DD #1-800-648-6056
PHLEBOTOMIST
MOMS Helping moms
WHIRLPOOL air condi- 1-2, 3br apts furnished.
or
To do mobile insurance
MDM COMPUTERS
work at home Member of
tioner window unit 28.000 near MSU. 753-1252
physicals Fax resume to
A+ Certified Technician
BBB No Risk Work offline
BTU Less than 1yr old 7_53
812-473-3157 or mail 600 or online visit miones.theOn site service
$450 (2701759-9463 Call 2 BR Town house $325
N Weinbach Suite 960,
759.3556
momteam com/ or call
Coleman RE 759-4118
after 5pm
Evansville, IN 47711
731 -247-3337

LPN OR
REGISTERED
NURSE
ASSISTANT
OPENING

D &S
MOBILE
HOME
MOVERS

270-437-4608

2BR Ar
$335 per
2BR. 1
parking
Coleman
EXTRA r
bath, a
C/H/A,
month de
EXTRA r
townhou!
nished.
month d
753-290E
EXTRA
bath, w/
ces furni!
1 month
753-290f
FORREE
ments 1
now acc(
for 2br t
rent $32
Hours
753-197(
Opportur
LARGE
ment cl
Pets
753-598(
LARGE ;
applianc
Washer
microwal
NEWLY
Apt. Fri
1/2 S.
month p
deposit..
RED
$1
113/
2B1

Souths
Noin
immec
1br eld(
als
1
Sect

VERY n
applianc
washer

CREEK'
$20-540
Behi

MURRA
presentl,
ble 75
7536

NORT
Now Re
Ui
Call

Nei
Min

7!

PREMII

•
•w

Et

Si
119

KE
5 AC
MII
BUMF
R001

NURSES
AIDE

FERN TERRACE

P:
Te

4

9
REG
pies
pion
(270

PIN
A
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Homes For Sale

!Lock & Suppies
2 yr old Reg paint filly
very gentle $1200
1 yr old Reg paint stud
very gentle (Bro & Sis)
1BR Apt $225
good breeding $1200
Small pets okay
1yr black miniature stud
Coleman RE
very gentle $800
759-4118
2 yr old Reg Palomino
2BR Apt 908 Hilwood miniature stud very gentle
$1200
$335 per month 759-4406
5yr old white Appolsosoa
covered
bath,
2BR . 1 1/2
be Reg very
parking. extremely nice. gelding can
gentle big horse Home
Coleman RE 759-4118
437-4677 or Cell 210-2811
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
turn.,
bath, appliances
Public Sale
C/H/A. 1 yr lease. 1
month deposit 753-2905
COMPLETE AUCTION
EXTRA nice 2br. 1.5 bath
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
townhouse appliances furBroker
nished, W/D 1yr. lease, 1
Roger Stubblefield
month deposit No pets
527-2931 Auctioneer
753-2905.

1BR apt available, all ap
pliances furnished Mur
Cal Realty 753-4444

SA

1S

CES
ins
uare
3

years old,
aded pro753-7710
0 OBO
For Sale

/2 bath, 2
1, $1,995

adroom, 2
3-0179 or

16x70
13.500
753-3370
Jble wide
Call 607-

)deled 1
th. mobile
)Aust Seel
1.00PM
10MES
uble wide
side by
$280 per
N. Murray
1 Call 27042
IMES INC.
JRRAY,KY
3R, 3 Bath
Moen tau, fiberglass
c, plywood
er month.
p on your
tY7-9442

LE
RS
cif
ired

VE
OMES

- Sunshine
er savings'
Arrowhead
lor details.
- Pans, TN
Jay 9 00AM

t For Rent

EXTRA roomy 2Br , 2
bath. w/ garage. appliances furnished 1yr lease &
1 month deposit No Pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses. basic
rent $325/ month. Office
Hours. 10- 2. M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Jo pets
166
ots For Rent
rent
188
Rentals
Mice space
itown area,
759-5073
For Rent
& D furnish
oleman RE
iome utility
and dryer
pets 767d reference
,quired No
nonth 753near downstarting at
4109.
)m Apts
-Cal Apts.
vood Dr
ay,
f. Friday
3-4984
)using
unity
-648-6056
furnished.
53-1252 or
louse $325
59-4118

Motorcycles & ATV's
2001 Yamaha Raptor
excellent cond , OBO
270-767-0731
HARLEY'S 2000 Soh to
Heritage Classic 24,xxx
miles, pearl $19.500 Dyna low rider 11,xxx miles
black, turn cam $16,000
753-6068 or 753-0701

Storage Rentals

460

460

Homes For Sale

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Ali Size Units
Available

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
751-9600

GgN
47177-717v

\-4 -4;7WW

Y01.' SHOW US:
•Average credit inot perfect)• Steady income hitor),
WE SHOW YOU:
•100'.4 loan. no money down • Flexible, forgiving prograik
•Fxcellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Pier ileM • nap rer, lones • Jar (mei\ n
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

(;ern

F4C>112

SALE

3 Br., 1 1/2 Ba., just SW of
city limits
$69,900 - 753-4076

STORAGE

Pet Llamas for
sale at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
Call 753-7109
or 759-1883
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Services Offered

530
IL

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Specializing in Kind Repairs

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Services

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Ektinune% - 10 Year.% Elperlt err r

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drieav.
David Borders

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

We Specialize in Cleaning -

489-6155 or Cell 339-7

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Lamb Brothers
---rvv.11-)) Tree Service

A Bigger Selection-A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture

1-800-821-6907

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

LICENSED & INSURED

Hr

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service
(aim 759-3624•18001548-5262
Free

Stiimp Remota/

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estini<,:.,

Cleanup Serui,,
Full Line of
.
D'inuning Equipment
emnfreereth/
i.l 11 Tree it Stump
Viw
Renzocat

Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

ree Eqautite.‘
24 Hr Service

16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270) 759-4734

To Advertise Your
Business Call
Tammy Stom or
Amanda Edwards
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

Your Ad Could
zry Be Here
For Only
2509° Per Month!
VISA

Owner: Mark 1..ainb
_ a

Vans

1979 Ford
Cube Van
351 motor, air
cond., auto.,
14 ft. box.

$2,750

489-2613
500
Used Trucks
1997 4x4, 1 owner
Silverado. Reg cab. LW B,
loaded. 56,xxxK, Mint
Condition $13,300 Call
753-9328 After 6PM
1998 Ford Ranger XLT
Supercab 18,xxx miles.
4.0L V6, 5 speed automatic, fully loaded, like new.
Call 270-527-8883 after
5.30pm M-F.
89 Dodge Dakota 102,xxx
miles $2.850 753-8890
520
Boats & Motors
1 fish boat 16 ft Larkson
Good $100 436-2427
19 ft runabout, 4 3 liter
Looks new. $6,800., OBO
759-5400
1989 Ozark 17" Fish and
Ski runabout. 110 HP
Johnson OB. Hummingbird depth/fish finder, 2 bimini tops, heavy duty cover. excellent condition,
S5.200 759-8372 leave
messa.e
Services Offered

....1==•••

530
Services Offered

495

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
•Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint •Lawn •Mulch
•Shrubs .Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
BUD'S Concrete Finishing
No job to small or too big
for us We travel anywhere, concrete, patios.
driveway, side walk's. poll
barn's Best price around
give us a call
Free Estimates
759-4355
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814.
CLAY'S Mowing
Cell phone 871-7340
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
•Bed mulching
_270-753-6772
CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks. driveways, patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619

A affordable hauling, Junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULHOUSE FOR SALE
junk clean up. cleanING
BID
BY PRIVATE
ing out sheds, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
The First United Methodist Church of
A-1 Tree Service
and
house
a
119 Main • 753-6266
Murray will accept sealed bids on
Stump Removal
Murray.
in
Street
e
Sycamor
lot located at 408
492-8737.
370
Kentucky.
437-3044
ommercial Prop
the
Bids must hemn writing and received in
For Sale
Free Estimates
office of the First United Methodist Church
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
FUN CENTER,
Decks. Home Additions,
located at 503 Maple Street, on or before 12:(X)
KENTUCKY LAKE
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
noon on Wednesday, May 29, 2002.
5 ACRES, GO CARTS
Garages. Pole Barns, MetThe seller reserves the right to reject any and
MINIATURE GOLF,
Buildings. Fencing
al
all bids.
BUMPER BOATS, GAME
Quality Workmanship
ROOM & RESTAURANT
Licensed
92 Olds Achieva, 134,xxx,
$110.000
753-7860 753-1194.
460
Red. 2 door. P.S. PB .
270-474-8000
Homes For Sale
AFFORDABLE lawn care
AC, auto. $1,500
le service at an
dependab
Good condition
Pets & Supplies
affordable price Free esti3BR. 2 bath, brick, appli753-9328 After 6PM
mates 435-4318
ances. C/H/A. double ga
LE 68.xxx miles.
DOG Obedience
rage. 1709 Calloway 753- 96 Camry
AFFORDABLE Mower reroof
moon
,
cly,
green, 4
Master Trainer
6397
pair, tillers, go carts. etc
$7.300 753-2315 After
436-2858
Free pickup, delivery. 436BRICK house 2 or 3 Bed- 5:00pm
2867
room. central gas heat,
ALL Carpentry Service
Olds Cutlass Leather,
central air Recently re- 98
From Foundation to
moon roof, all elect. 72.xxx
59.000
$
modeled
Finish
OBO.
56.000
miles
Coldwater Area 753-3533
18Yrs experience
98 Grand Am 82.xxx miles
FOR Sale by Owner
New Construction.
ES-4cyl . auto. 2 door. red
2br. 1 bath Good starter 56.000 OBO. 753-6988
Remodeling* Repairs*
home or rental opportunity.
Concrete Work
financing available 303 S 99 Mustang, GT. Power
AGC Certified
Cranberry
15th St $55,000 Call 270- everything,
435-4272
898-4352 or 1-888-276- Red, runs great and looks
ALL Carpentry.
0555
great 43.xxx miles Asking
Electrical.
270-759- New Const Home & MoBEG English Setter pup- FOR Sale: 3 BR. 2 B, Cen- $17.000 Call
bile Home repair, Termite
pies Tricky Dick Cham- tral HVAC. Nothing Down 9069
& Water Damage. Repion blood line $100 905 Southwood Drive 753placement Windows Vinyl
(270 247-5222
5561
Vans
Siding, Painting, Decks
HOUSE for sale or trade, 2
Call Larry Nommo
bedroom. handyman's de753-9372. 753-0353
St
light, 727 S 4th
Mini-Van CARPORTS Starting at
Plymouth
95
horse
for
PINE Sawdust
$25.000. owner will con- 107,xxx miles $2.600 753$675 installed Roy Hill
bedding Delivery
sider financing Call 5598890
-2113
(270)436
Available 498-8006
2097

Laz

I

Your Home improvement Headquarters
SMITH ROOF REPAIR
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

Sport Utility Vehicles

Homes For Sale

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
NORTHWOOD Storage
Now Renting- Various Size
Units Available
Call 270-762-0196

530
Services Offered

Real Estate

1992 Mitsubishi Mcnterc,
Leather
4WD
HALEY Professional
LS,
Appraising
AM/FM/CD $4,200 753
270-759-4218
8802
"For What It's Worth'
92' Ford Explorer. 4dr
2wd, 4.0. H.O. V6. 76,xxx
Lake Property
miles. $4,200. Call and
make offer. Bk/Gry 7592 lots (16.2 acres) in
8408
Crawford's Landing Sub
95 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Affordable price with
107,xxx miles. Red $6,900
possible owner financing
753-2315 After 5•00pm
LARGE 1 bedroom Apartowner/agent
98 Jeep Grand Cherokee.
ment close to MSU, No
753-8251 559-3272
Limited 5.9. 4x4. loaded,
Available 5-1-02
Pets
dock. Joint all leather. all power
boat
acres,
22
753-5980
TVA, good for develop- 43.xxx miles, garage kept
LARGE 2 br,, 11/2 bath all ment $69.500
Terms OB• 767-0731
including
appliances,
(270 753-9302
Washer & Dryer, built in
microwave 759-5885
Lots For Sale
NEWLY decorated 1br
1987 Sable station wagon
Apt. Free standing. 411
96,xxx miles, runs gooa
FOR sale Lots.
1/2 S. 8th St. $220 per
excellent body, leather inGreenvalley Property's
month plus $300. security
terior $2,000 OBO 354
436-2261
deposit. 474-2520.
8531
RED OAKS APTS.
1990 Mazda Protege,
Special
Farms For Sale
$800 753-8167
$100 Deposit
1991 Buick Regal 7531BR From $280
5123 $2600
196 Acres 165 Tillable
2BR From $325
1993 Mercury Capris ConCherry Corner area
Call Today!
vertible. low mileage, 4
759-1233
753-8668.
sp., and automatic $3,000
Southside Manor Apts.
OBO. 1989 Cadillac Fleet455
95.6xx
Now available for
Brough
wood
Acreage
immediate occupancy
miles, loaded, excellent
1br elderly disable units.
condition. $2,800. Bob Wilalso available
5 AC lots and larger
son 841-0448.
1 & 2br apts
North of Puryear- woods &
1995 Nissan Pathfinder
Section 8 housing
open fields some restric139,xxx. $6.750 and 1991
753-8221
tions Beautiful building lots Nissan
GXE
Stanza
EHO
$2.700 per AC and up.
$2 000. 759-5616
Cost
NO _Closing
VERY nice large 1br,, all (731)610-0039 Days or 1998 White Nissan Maxiincluding
ma, loaded, 61,xxx miles
appliances
(731)934-4090 Nights
527-5319
washer & dryer, 759-5885

EASTSIDE

Dwn 14x70
i9-4118

MARTIN Heights, 1552
Mockingbird, 2200 sq ft
3br , 2 5 baths. 2 car garage. gas log FP, vautted
ceilings, covered porch
appliances
fence.
LOCATION
(GREAT
$134,900 Best Offer Call
753-1785

gnServ KOS Offered

610
Services Offered
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CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald WaltPrs 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types.
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Diclue Farley, 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood. Insured 489-2839,
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds, carport atics,
and storage.
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HAVE A Leak"
18yrs of roofing exp
We can cover you
Free Estimates and
References Shingles.
torch down, tear offs
Local Boy Roofing
Home 4270-759-8628
Cell 4270-519-2148
'Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
-Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
•Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MULCH
A-1 Grade
Delivered or U -Haul
(731)782-3524
Terry Wheatley

M & T Painting

Heaven's Best

NING
CARPET CLEA
Special

Spring
1st Room S49.00 each Ratan after $24.50

Dry in 1 hour
No sticky residue, Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic
Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? We'll remove them.

Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
3
free estimate at

PAINT

For a free estimate call: 270-492-8510
or pager 270-762-7578

LOTS FOR SALE

Protect Your Number One Investment

Aim

270-759-4979

JIM DAY PAINTING

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

PAPERHANGING
,

270-437-4838

AHART it CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Reasonable\ Free Estimates - Trustworthy
Rates
Helpful Advice

\ 7534931

Also top soil and gravel

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutter
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
-Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
753-5827
MILLER'S Lawn Service
Push or ride
mow lawns
759-5234
MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
LambBrothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
. Steve 767-9178
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
•Mowing *Landscaping
•Gutter-Cleamna
MULCH Delivered Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618
Lawn
PROFESSIONAL
Care Mowing, trimming,
landscaping. hauling Reasonable Rates, free estimates For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407
ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
435-4645

DJ'S LAWN
SERVICE
need, are our t15, erni'
Ir,
{V,

JERRY 753-6278
DAVID 759-2242
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260

David's Home
Improvement
11ater Damaged floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
11ill

, •.,politeetamormeetweaviiivaftseausfunamihs,k;
HERE'S To THE CLASS OF 2002!
-iegoioutionkaiwinvesatutimpapw
.et your graduate know how proud
you are of their achievements by
placing your graduation line to he
published in our Graduation Tab
on May 16, 2002.
Abbot,

Insurance Work

VW know 1101111 hape
V-Ng
a zoonderful time at college.
You are a talented girl.

731.247.5422
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line 05
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TIM'S Old Fashioned
Mowing and Leaf Mulching Small or Large Yards
753-7935
YARD Work Wanted
759-9911

We lope ya"
Mom and Dad
Deadline for letters is May 13th at 5 p.m.
Cost is $8 per letter. No more than 20
words. School logo will be placed in ad

1

or Inore informatio------l 7534916
and ask for Tammy or Amanda.

I

41 :MI 111{11

EDGER&TIMES
...••••MOMIls

_1 1

GARAGE

SALE

GOODIES E

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

1701 Melrose Dr.
Fri.. April 26 Only
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Lynn Grove on left,
1 mile on right

Baby items, stroiii
high chairs, swing.
clothes, toys. shelf
inits, prom dresser,
much more mr-,.
Everything must go l

865 Howard Rd
94W 2 miles past

before county line
Fri. & Sat.
April 26 & 27
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
F,Irniture, sewinr;
machine, odds
ends. etc.

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

3265 121 N.
across from
Fairgrounds
April 26 & 27
Daylight to Dark
Huge truckload of
antiques. misc
furniture.
tildren's clothes
art work and
misc. iferns

(2 Family)
Fri. & Sat.

464 Oakwood Circle
Saturday 8 a.m.-?
hildren's toys. clothe.
antique table, older
sewing machine with
cabinet, household
items Something to,
everyone'
No EARLY SALES

PLEASE
YARD SALE
1701 Audubon
Fri., April 26
Noon - 4 p.m.
Sat., April 27
7 a.m. - Noon

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
318 Squire Rd
Next to Knights of
Columbus Hall
Antique clocks, pillows.
baskets. T bears elect
appliances, guilts,

Baby boy clothes
6 mos -21
winter/summer,

household decorations
& more.

winter/summer. sonIc

women's clothes
sizes 10-14
men's clothes
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SALE - GOOD ES!

GARAGE!
YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

704 Poplar St
Friday, April 26
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Furniture, clothes,
antiques. Nascar
items, lots of
Dale Earnhardt
collectable items

University Heights
Community
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m
Baby clothes & toys,
Playstation games,
glassware, curtains,
bedspreads, furniture
and much more

HUGE!!!
YARD SALE
-PARTY
5
Saturday, April 27th
7 a.m. til 1 p.m.
(4 miles from Murray)
South
Hwy. 641
Rain or Shine!
Full-size comforters, home decor, toys,
books, games. Beanie Babies, boy's (3T
& 10) & girl's clothing (to size 10-12),
ladies clothing, shoes. bicycles, pictures,
milk glass, lots & lots of great items!

YARD SALE
1890 Radio Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Baby clothes, swing,
bouncy seat. baby
bath tub, maternity
clothes, home decor.
radial arm saw,
refrigerator & large
Coca Cola sign.

YARD SALE
2952 Wiswell
at 3 mi. West
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Early Birds Welcomed
Boy & girl clothes up
to 4T, home decor,
antiques. cookbooks, dolls, Beanie
Babies, toys, baby
accessories

MOVING
SALE
N. 9th St.
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. till ?

100

Outdoor furniture,
accessories,
tables, chairs, etc.

YARD
SALE
Stratford Dr.
(Gatesborough
Subd.)
Sat., April 27
Get A Head Start7 a.m. till 3 p.m.
Clothes, games.
furniture and
lots more

GARAGE SALE
(Multi-Family)
94W to Lynn Grove
Right on 893 to
Workman Road.
Follow signs.
Saturday
6:30 a.m. - ?
Antique brass bed,
metal yard art, knick
knacks, large ladies
clothes, children's
clothes, etc.

YARD SALE &
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

SALE

The youth of First United Methodist Church is
hosting a yard sale and pancake breakfast with
proceeds to benefit their summer mission trip
Tickets for the breakfast are $3 adults and $2
for children under 10

Furniture, lots of
stuff, glassware

GARAGE SALE
712 Bagwell Court
(Off Glendale)
Sat., April 27
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Computer desks,
speakers. books.
movies, lamps,
recliner, televisions
radios, computers.
and many other
items.

YARD SALE
1505 Storey

Saturday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Small appliances
microwave, mirror,
bar stools. table &
chairs, desk, smoker, coffee table, end
table, many other
items.

GARAGE SALE
694 Workman Road
94 East to Lynn Grove, follow signs.
Saturday, April 27
Consignment quality children's clothes
and shoes, girls up to 7/8 juniors, boys up
to 14/16 (some Husky), women 10/12,
men XL; computer desk, few tools. pictures, kitchen items, linens, toys. bikes.
seasonal items, children's books and lots
more.

YARD SALE

RELAY YARD SALE

1708 Calloway Avenue

For Memorial Baptist Team
At 1609 Loch Lomond
Saturday, April 27th
7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Turn left off 16th Street by Special
Education Building, will be on right,
almost all the way on other end of
street.
Saturday, April 27 • 7:00 a.m.
All kind of goodies, unique items,
exterior, interior, Cheap prices!

YARD
1399 Cohoon Rd.
2nd road past
East School on
right.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday, April 27th, 6 a.m. - 1 p.m.
CLC Gym (Rain or Shine)

4 PARTY
BACK-YARD
SALE

'Junk faxes'focus
of legal debate

GIGANTIC
CARPORT
SALE
706 Meadow Lane
and Johnson
Streets
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Furniture, baby, golf,
crafts, office, books,
clothes, lots more.

YARD SALE
Sat., April 27
8 a.m. - Noon
Old City Park
8th & Payne
Streets
Porcelain dolls, angel
collection, old needlework, very old magazines, dishes. household items, beautiful
Christmas decorations,
ladies plus size clothes.

HUGE
YARD SALE
4064 Hwy. 641 N.,
1st driveway to
the right past
Rolling Hills
Nursery. 1 mile N.
of Wiggins
Furniture.
Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — In some
parts of the country, so-called "junk
faxes" are banned as an annoying,
costly burden to the recipient.
Not here.
A Missouri federal judge ruled

last month that unsolicited fax ads
are constitutionally protected free
speech.
The ruling, by U.S. District

Judge Stephen Limbaugh, has created a legal dichotomy that may
fester until a higher court steps in
to clarify the 11-year-old federal
law.
"When it's being enforced in
one part of the country and not in

others, that's a problem," says
Saint Louis University law professor Alan Howard. "If you're going

to find splits among (U.S. courts)
with respect to the constitutionality
of the law, that's a likely candidate
for Supreme Court review."
In a March 13 decision, Limbaugh threw out Missouri's lawsuits against two companies behind
so-called "junk faxes," ruling that a
business can advertise by fax unless there's proof such faxes harm
recipients.
Missouri Attorney General Jay
Nixon has asked Limbaugh to rethink the ruling, pledging to take
the matter to the 8th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals if Limbaugh
doesn't reverse course.
In suing California-based
Fax.com and the former American
Blast Fax Inc. of Texas. Nixon argued that their unsolicited fax ads

violated the federal Telephone
Consumer Protection Act of 1991,
which bars the faxing of any material pitching property, goods or
services without the receiver's invitation or permission.
The same law, administered by
the Federal Communications Commission, regulates telemarketing
calls.
Nixon said such faxes tie up
consumers' machines, waste their
paper and unfairly shifts the cost of
paper, toner and lost fax line availability to the unwilling recipient.
In 1995, the San Franciscobased 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the federal law banning junk faxes, calling the measure "a reasonable means of preventing the shifting of advertising
costs to consumers" and not a violation of freedom of expression.
"The ban is evenhanded, in that
it applies to commercial solicitation
by any organization, be it a multinational corporation or the Girl
Scouts," Judge Betty Fletcher
wrote in that ruling.
Last August, a federal judge in
Texas ordered American Blast Fax
to pay the state more than $465,000
for sending unsolicited faxes to
nearly 500,000 machines, including
the Texas attorney general's. The
court also ordered the company to
disclose the ruling and the consumer acts on all future faxes.
Limbaugh wrote that "the court
does not find these district court
cases persuasive."

MOVING SALE

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
[VISA

753-1916

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Apnl
27, 2002.
Your sense of humor often helps you in a
difficult situation Allow others to chip in
and help you more often. You might
think you know what you're doing. and
you do. but allow others to feel helpful
Your populanty will increase, especially
with associates and your family, if you
lighten up and lose some of your rigidity.
A parent or superior often tests your limits If you are single, you will have good
reason to change your status Sort
through your many suitors and admirers
If you are attached, work together on
'projects and more day-to-day issues.
Being together warms up your relationship CANCER opens doors.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
Have :
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** ** Handle someone with indulgence and caring What this person might
be requesting could feel like a lot intellectually. but it also could feel right on an
emotional level Trust what is happening
here Don't stand back Express your
feelings Tonight Let a loved one
choose
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Someone makes up for someone else Think twice about what you
beed to do regarding an emotional issue
Sometimes, being too forgiving encourages difficult behavior You might

ity.
*** Get into a spnng project that you SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
have been putting off. If you're not care- ***** You know when you're on a AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ful, it will be summer before you know roll. Enjoy what is happening. Pick up *** Where others lack, you fill in.
it' Decide to spend some money on get- and take off at the last minute. Don't for- You're certainly on top of work and your
ting more of what you want. Make your get to invite that special fnend along. Be responsibilities. You might want to give
open to exploring or doing something in to whimsy. but the spotlight illumilife easier. Tonight: Keep it relaxed
completely different for you. Xonight: nates you. Consider ways of subtly slipCANCER (June 21-July 22i
Another appreciates your innovative ping off and doing what you want. Be
***** Your imagination lands you spirit
careful when dealing with someone more
in a positive position with someone. Let SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
fragile than you. Tonight: Pick up the
your inner child out more often, and ** You understand far more than you phone and make a key phone call.
you'll delight a child or loved one Play
realize, yet continue to not assume any- PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
away all you neez) to. Catch up on news
nature
thing. As a result, another decides to tell ***** Your emotional
from another. You could be surprised.
a
or
with
child
when
dealing
emerges
you a lot more than he or she intended to.
Tonight: Romp away.
loved one. You might need to reassess
in
a
to
Be
difference
open
sharing
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
in your
approach. Remember to be as gentle as your thinking about a key person
**** Stay close to home Don't push
life. You might note that this person
the
is
word.
Tonight:
Low-key
possible.
another away from you Be open to
doesn't always do what you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
revealing more of who you are and
Consider a new direction. Tonight: Have
take
You
to
Join
*****
need
friends.
where you are heading Others like this
in a view other than your own. Friends a party.
openness, especially someone close to
give you their thoughts, whether you ask BORN TODAY:
you Foster stronger ties Invite friends
them or not. Instead of resisting. Singer Sheena Easton (1959)
for
the
Let
over later in the day. Tonight:
party happen.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
***** Be generous with others Not
everyone can or will meet up to your
expectations You don't need to tear them
down as a result. Give someone space.
hut, at the same time, enjoy yourself to
the max with friends. Contribute to a key
cause Tonight Where your friends are
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
First In Experience - Training - Education
* ** Your devil-may-care attitude
could hit you where you least want or
need You don't care, reading your horoscope. but you could be going "ouch" in
Pad For By Don Sent Campadn Commdee
a few days Don't spend what you don't

vot•DON SENF
SHERIFF

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER
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NYC students give
away prom gowns

CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) —
Jennifer Mullins has visions of the
perfect prom dress.
"My favorite color is pink," said
With more items being added for Saturday
Everything A to Z
Mullins, 18. of Bickmore, "and
Like new stepper. sofa sleeper $10 00
Hot Wheels,
definitely something with straps beLots of things you
,.lothes, toys and many great items.
NASCAR
cause I don't do strapless."
never knew you
As a senior at Clay County High
All proceeds go to Relay.
No Early Sales
needed'
School, Mullins will be one of the
first on Monday to choose from
about 400 free dresses donated by a
SALE
YARD
HUGE
private girls school in New York
SALE
YARD
YARD SALE
YARD SALE
Southside
City.
1706 Keenland
(2 Family)
1505 Parklane
Shopping Center
508 South 11th off Sycamore
Students at the Hewitt School in
Friday
1601 Belmont Drive
Saturday
On 12th St.
where the yearly tuition
Manhattan,
p.m.
a.m.-3
8
Saturday
p.m.
a.m.-3
7
2002
Sat., May 4,
Saturday
is
are donating new
nearly
$20,000,
Noon
a.m.
8
boy's
Saturday
Nice girl's clothing & sizes 3 mo.-2T.
7 a.m. - ?
8 a.m. - ?
and
used
evening
gowns, purses,
a.m.-2 p.m.
8
7,
&
W/D,
6
Mattress,
Nautica, Tommy & other brands size
Toddler bed, stroller,
Name brand shoes
jewelry, makeup and shoes to their
Golf clubs.
L-XL,
cradle with bedding, toddler bed, men's
bikes. keyboard,
& clothes (Old Navy
Power Wheels. girl's
counterparts in Clay County, where
children's toys,
women's 10-14 clothing, women's M-XL tops.
Gap & CK). exercise
& boy's clothes
furniture,
the median annual income is
clothes, games,
bike, toys, houseportable dishwasher, Hickory King sofa with
$16,000.
(infant to 4T),
Home Interior,
ceramics, games
hold items, movies
hideabed & loveseat (1 year old) asking $450.
About 15 parents, students and
misc. toys, misc.
bedspreads & lots
and more.
tv stand.
others from Hewitt are scheduled to
home decor, 90's CDs and much more.
more.
household items.
arrive by private jet at Charleston's
airport Monday. From there, they
will travel by van about 60 miles
north to the school for the dress seYARD SALE
lection.
201 South 13th St.
Many of the new dresses were
Sat., April 27
obtained by Hewitt parents with
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
connections in the fashion industry.
Nice dishwasher,
1x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
Others were collected or donated
corner cabinet,
insertion
1
$8.00
by students for the May 11 prom.
2 insertions
treadmill, carpet
$13.00
3 insertions
Claire Henry, 17, of Manhattan,
$16.00
cleaner,chair. girl's
who was to visit West Virginia
Ads must be paid in advance
clothes 10-16. boys
Monday, said she sees Operation
5-9 knick knacks,
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Prom Dress as a way to repay some
adult clothes, lots
Classified Department
of the help New York received afmorel
ter the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.
Call Us Today!
"This is our way of saying
'Thank you,— Henry said. "The
girls are going to be so happy, and
to see the smiles on their faces is
going to be great. It's every girl's
choose the high road. Trust your own have. Look at your budget and pay all work with those around you; work your dream to go to prom. and to be like
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
behavior. Tonight: Speak your mind
your bills first. Tonight: Not everything pals' ideas. Not every suggestion will be Cinderella is going to make their
wrong. Tonight: Answer to your popular- day."
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
has to cost, does it?

404 S. 9th St.
Sat., April 27
8 a.m.-?

By Pete

Clay, a mountainous town along
the Elk River with about 600 residents, has no stoplight. The high
school is the only one in the
county. where unemployment was
12 percent in March, more than
double the national rate.
Still, Clay County High is a National School of Excellence and has
one of the highest attendance records in West Virginia.
-The girls are so excited, and the
boys have pitched in and built
clothing racks," said Clay County
High principal Cindy Willis. "All
the girls are included whether they
are needy or not. They appreciate
this offer of friendship."
Operation Prom Dress grew out
of conversations between Willis
and Dena McKelvey, whose daughter is a junior at Hewitt. McKelvey
and her husband, Andy, had helped
Clay County residents in the past
through the McKelvey Foundation
by providing scholarships and
clothing.
Linda Gibbs, head of Hewitt
School, said her students are taught
the importance of community service.
"All of our students are young
women of privilege," Gibbs said.
"They may not all be wealthy, but
they all have great opportunities.
That's why we believe strongly that
those who have much have an obligation to give back."
Some of the Clay County girls
are to make a trip to Hewitt later
this year.
"I think the relationship will be
as beneficial for the girls from New
York as it will be for our girls."
Willis said. "Our kids are kind and
generous, and I think they have a
lot to offer, too."

Don't Settle
for HALF

MY

Call

6 MONTHS OF
HOME OEUVERY

'40.50

THAN A
OF IT r.
A DAN

WE

Get the full sports picture when you
read The Murray Ledger & Times.
It's packed with the latest sports
reports about your favorite teams,
giving you all the news you need
to stay in the game.

Subscribe to home delivery
today and get the full picture
for half the newsstand price!

• IF A

270-753-1916
tn subscribP

The Murray
Ledger a Times
FAX 2/0-753-1927
mIt@murrayledgercom
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

10 years ago
DEAR ABBY: I am an 11-yearold Muslim girl who is a faithful
Navy Fireman recruit James T.
reader of your column. It has helped
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 took Nexium
Winslow recently reported for duty
PETER
me remember that I'm not the only
for about four months last summer
abroad the submarine tender USS
GOTT, M.D.
one with problems. Here's mine:
and ended up having a very serious
Canopus,
homeported at the naval
It seems like no boy has ever
reaction to the drug. At first, my docSubmarine Base in Kings Bay,
liked me because I wear a scarf. The
tor was stumped because my only preGeorgia.
fact that no guy has ever liked me
vious allergy had been to sulfa drugs.
An opportunistic Calloway
really hurts, even though it's
When I researched the topic, I discovagainst my religion to have
County squad took advantage of
ered that Nexium contains sulfinyl, a
fact of which most practitioners - more medications in the body of a per- boyfriends or go out on dates.
Murray miscues in sweeping a douGuys never like me - even as a
and pharmacists - are unaware.
son who is ill to begin with? Doctors
ble-header with cross-town Lady
Please advise your readers to find need to appreciate more fully the friend. I know you're thinking that
Tigers yesterday afternoon at the
out all they can about their medica- implications of "polypharmacy"; they boys my age are sometimes afraid
Murray-Calloway County Park.
tions and potential side effects.
also must resist the temptation to to approach girls, but it's not like
Ted Delaney. general manager of
that.
This
is
bothering
me
someExcellent
point.
over-prescribe.
DEAR READER:
DEAR ABBY: One of my coThe Murray Ledger & Times since
This is a troublesome subject for sevFour, soine patients, when asked thing awful, Abby. Please help.
workers, "Doug," brought one of his
SAD AND HURT IN active children into my office. One
1986 and employee of the newspaeral reasons. One, there is an enor- about their medications, may forget to
FALL CHURCH, VA. kid jumped on my chair and broke
per for 21 years, has accepted "a
mous array of medications, and it is tell Dr. A what Dr. B has prescribed
often difficult for practitioners to keep - or patients may just naturally fail
new challenge" as publisher of the
it. It doesn't belong to the
DEAR SAD AND HURT: - it's my personal chair. company
track of the various side effects - to mention over-the-counter products,
I have a
McDuffie Progress, a bi-weekly
especially the uncommon ones - of including herbal remedies, that are Speak to your parents or your disability and need something more
newspaper
in Thomson, Ga.
religious
leader
about
your
feel- comfortable than my office chair.
the medicines. This is not to excuse not viewed as important. This can set
20 years ago
us by any means; it is a fact and is one the stage for unexpected adverse ings. You're not the only girl Doug tried to glue it back together,
Winners of the Murray Bass
who has ever felt this way. but unfortunately, it didn't hold.
that every physician must address. It reactions.
Club Tournament out of Kenlake
is our responsibility to be knowledgeFinally, patients can suddenly and Sometimes it's hard to be differI have hinted that I am going to
Marina were Ricky Atkins, Eric
able about the drugs we prescribe. without warning exhibit allergic reac- ent - yet that's what makes all have to replace my chair. Doug has
Fortunately, there are many refer- tions to drugs that they have taken for of us mature as individuals.
Benson, Gary Marquardt and Carlos
not offered to pay for it. Although I
When the time comes, the know it was an accident, I'm
ence sources we can turn to, including years without a hint of allergy. This
Black.
upset
right young man will be mature about it. The replacement cost of
print publications and computer pro- can provide a diagnostic challenge.
The Murray High School Math
enough to see the person
grams.
One way to avoid the pitfall of med- neath the scarf. Trust me!under- the chair is $100, but I bought it
Team won the Regional MathematTwo, some medications contain ication sensitivity is to grill your phartwo years ago, and would be willing
ics Contest, sponsored by Murray
infinitesimal amounts of components macist (when he or she fills your preto take $50.
State
University and the Kenlake
that may not be listed on the labels. In scription) about potential drug allerHow should I handle this without
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend, damaging my friendship with Doug?
Council of Teachers of Mathematrare instances, such as yours, these gies and interactions. This is one job
ics.
inactive ingredients can cause serious pharmacists are trained to do and do "Jenny," and I became engaged on
CHAIFtLESS IN
New Year's Day. We've been togethreactions.
Murray-Calloway County HospiNORTH CAROLINA
well. Many pharmacies provide writ- er for four years, and both have chilThree, more and more patients - ten handouts about the drugs that are
tal
won an award in the 1982 "Run
dren from previous marriages.
DEAR CHAIRLESS: Buy a
particularly the elderly - are being prescribed. This, too, can be a valufor the Winner's Circle" Annual
Jenny
has
three
daughters,
and
I
new chair and ask your coprescribed multiple drugs. The inter- able resource for consumers.
Kentucky
Hospital
have a son and a daughter. All five
actions between these drugs are often
In summary, dangerous drug inter- are grown and in college or settled worker to pay half the bill.
Association/Kentucky
Society for
Then purchase a sturdy lock for
impossible to predict. How can a actions and sensitivities are a major
down with careers and families of your office door - and use it.
Hospital Public Relations Awards
health professional possibly identify
public health concern. Patients, physi- their own.
Contest.
the interactions between, say, eight or
m**
I immediately shared our
cians and pharmacists must learn to
30 years ago
work closely together to help reduce engagement news with my side of
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
Elected as new officers of the
the
family. Everyone was excited Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
the incidence of such preventable
Hazel
Woman's Club were Mrs.
and eager to know the wedding Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
problems.
Gerald Ray. Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Bo: 139440,
date.
Trouble
is,
Jenny
and
I
Don't forget that alcohol and grapeLos Angeles, CA 90069.
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. Jackie
fruit juice can also interfere with and haven't yet picked a date, due to the
fact
that
she
hasn't
told
any
of
her
disrupt the normal metabolism of
many drugs, sometimes leading to family - including her daughters.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Since they all live out of state,
significant toxicity. Again, ask your
physician or pharmacist about this none of her family would have any
idea about our engagement unless
potential
interaction.
Can
Any Body
A NOTE TO READERS: For an they're told. Jenny's reluctance to
You are South, neither side since partner might have only a
updated and revised Health Report on share our "happy news" makes me vulnerable.The bidding has been: four-card
Be A Leader
heart suit. The four-club
"Losing Weight" (formerly "Winning wonder what she has to hide. Your South West
North East bid shows a hand with minimum
the Battle of the Bulge") that includes opinion would be appreciated, Abby.
Pass
14
Pass high-card values for the previous
STILL SINGLE IN SEOTLE 1+
my No Flour, No Sugar diet send $2
34
3V
Pass
Pass jump,and at the same time confirms
and a long, self-addressed, stamped
9
the power of the club suit itself.
DEAR SINGLE: She's hiding
envelope to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
What would you now bid
3. Four spades.It is important to
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to you, honey! If your fiancee
mention the title. Also, be on the look- hasn't notified her family by with each of the following five tell partner about your excellent
spade support, and also that your
out for more updated Health Reports. June, I urge you to rethink the hands?
1. 4 KJ5 V 7•Q83 4 AKQ642 jump to three clubs was based on
engagement. ***
Gir 'c-outs of Kentuckiana
2.* A9 V J75•6 + AKQJ954
Copynght 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
maximum high-card values. Note
3.4 AK8 V K83•2+ AQ,J875 thatthis hand has 17high-card points,
4. + A7 V Q62•K8 AKJ982 while the two previous ones had
CPA 1 ILler
An ICS
5.•AK Q954•741•AQJ1043 only 15 points. The hope is that
* * *
partner will continue toward a slam
Lorsicola
once he knows his anemic spades
1. Three spades. The only are facing powerful three-card supNEVER
WELL., WHAT
other bids to consider are three port.
ACKNOWLEDGED
HAVE YOU
notrump and four clubs, but nei4.Three notrt.unp.This is a someTHE GREAT THINGS
DONE n4AT'S
ther would paint as accurate a what risky bid with only one diaOONE
SO GREAT?
VE
picture as three spades.
mond stopper and no guarantee that
A three-notrump bid would you can run your club suit, but the
miss the mark on several counts. only other feasible bids - three
To begin with, it would be dan- spades and four hearts-are even
gerous to play at this contract, more dangerous.
since the opponents might be
5. Four hearts. Here there is a
able to collect five (or more)dia- reasonably good chance for a slam,
mond tricks at the outset. Also, but you can do no more at this point
three notrump would conceal than raise to game. Allowance must
your support for spades. Partner be made for the possibility that
will nearly always havefive spades North might not have much of a
ACT H
in this sequence, so you are hand, and that he might have
obliged to show three-card sup- stretched a bit in responding to three
IF A MAGAZINE's mORE
If YOU HAuEN'T
SHE OPTED FOR THE
port at this point.
clubs (which was not a forcing bid).
THAN A mONTH OLD, GET RID
PIECE Of CLOTH(N& IN SIX (
"KEEP THE,DE.E.Rt5. AND
A four-club rebid would likeIf partner has three of the four
OF tT! IF A NEWSPAPER'5
MONTHS, GIVE IT AWAY r
ELIMINATE THE MOTHER.
wise suppress the spade support, missingkeycards-the A-K ofhearts,
A DAY OLD THROW IT OUT
.. SEE, CATHY 7? its ALL
FROM THE RooM" SYSTEM
and at the same time would ex- ace of diamonds and king of clubsABOUT HAVING A SYSTEM!
aggerate the power and length of he will presumably appreciate their
ORGANizATION ONLY WORKS
your club suit.
value for slam purposes. But the
IF /14iott HAVE A CLEAR,
2. Four clubs. It would be impetus for a slam must be provided
CONCISE SYSTEM !'
w rong to raise to four hearts, by partner, not by you.
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Label
Our sun
Ballot
Union pariah
MD's group
Omnia vincit

15 About 2.2
pounds
16 Tyrannosaurus 17 Fox's abode
18 Obscure
20 Pitches
21 Cartoon
shriek
22 Sultry West
23 Exciting
26 Sprinkle
30 Writer Flerring
31 Proceed
smoothly
32 Ms. Thurman
33 Hit
36 Troubleshoot
38 Over there
39 Whiz leader
40 Galahad's
12

WOMEN LIKE A MAN OF
MYSTERY, SO I'M &OINK/ TO
WEAR A MASK ON MY PATE

4

3

THIS SHOULD
Be A HOOT

weapon
43 Storm
warnings
46 Novelist Jean
47 Boxing's
greatest
48 Stork cousin
50 Squirrel abode
51 Baron Richthofen
52 Sense organs
53 Like a rock
54 Earn
55 Cartoon
Chihuahua

18

Answer to Previous Puzzle
B A TILD SIC,R E
CAMO
F,R,A
LOOP
RYAN
SUM ULNA
O OZED DOWEL
ALGAE
ERG
CUE
ERIE
SHOE
✓ ASTLY
LETSGO
O BEY
WAD BE I GE
APE
D
US I NG 11111OZEN
ARCHISHY
AUTO
L I E.0 UTE
TRES
LOST
EST
HER
4-26 CO 2002 united Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 impatient duck
2 Tart
3 Festive
4 Popular 2001
movie
5 Bad or good
sign
6 Deli salmon
7 Prizes
8 Khayyam or
Shanf
9 Slave away
4

t2

10 Flubs
12 Not interested
19 Lock's
companion
20 Yes, in
Yokohama
7

13 II

14

8

9

10

aaa

19 I
20•

21
24

22

25
31 I

all

16

V
es

141

PEANUTS

I
UU
27

38

39

28 I

r

32

42
43ha
48 I

T4AT'5 A 600P QUESTION !
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50

ill
51

53

54

Buttemorth, Mrs. Jerry Thompson
and Mrs. Steve Knott.
Steve Beatty, Emily Belote, Wilford Bickel, Diana Boone, Luanne
Brown, Monty Cathey, Jan Clark,
Bonnie Cohoon, Anne Ryan Cooper, Sarah Cooper, Patsy Fitts, Leah
Fulton, Dixie Hook, Nancy Kursave, Karen McGary, Sharon
Moore, Gail Russell, Bruce Scott,
Alan Spencer, Mary Ann Taylor,
Mary Tutt and Betty Jo Wall were
seniors at Murray High School
named to the National Honor Society.
40 years ago
Max Hurt spoke at Family Night
held by the Murray Civitan Club at
Triangle Inn.
Mrs. O.C. Wells, Mrs. G.C. Ashcroft, Mrs. John Resig and Mrs.
Burnett Waterfield are new officers
of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Leah Caldwell, Ann Dunn, Richard Hurt, Diane Larson, Sandy
Lilly, Phillip Sparks, Andrea Sykes,
Evelyn Williams, James Wilson and
Richard Workman are 10 Murray
High School seniors named to the
National Honor Society.
50 years ago
Murray State College Football
coach Fred Faurot was coordinator
for the first MSC relay held for high
schools on April 26 at Cutchin Stadium.
New officers of the Calloway
County Branch of the Association
of Childhood Education are Mrs.
Ronald Crouch, Mrs. Lubie
McDaniel, Miss Laurie Tony, Miss
Lorene Swann and Mrs. Denny
Smith.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. April 26, the
116th day of 2002. There are 249
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 26, 1986, the world's
worst nuclear accident occurred at
the Chernobyl plant in the Soviet
Union. An explosion and fire killed
at least 31 people and sent radioactivity into the atmosphere.
On this date:
In 1607. an expedition of English
colonists, including Capt. John
Smith, went ashore at Cape Henry,
Va., to establish the first permanent
English settlement in the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1865, John Wilkes Booth, the
assassin of President Lincoln, was
surrounded by federal troops near
Bowling Green. Va., and killed.
In 1961. Roger Mans of the New
York Yankees hit tIV first of a record 61 home runs in a single season.
In 1980, following an unsuccessful attempt by the United States to
rescue the U.S. Embassy hostages
in Iran, the Tehran government announced the captives were being
scattered to thwart any future rescue
effort.
In 1989, actress-comedian Lucille Ball died at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles at
age 77.
Ten years ago: Finance officials
from the Group of Seven nations,
meeting in Washington. endorsed
the broad outlines of an economic
assistance package for the former
Soviet Union. Worshippers celebrated the first Russian Orthodox
Easter in Moscow in 74 V ears.
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22 Pops partner
23 In the know
24 Water, to
Pierre
25 Raggedy doll
26 - wrestling
27 Basin
28 Grounded
bird
29 Nitpick
31 Squawker
34 Went by bike
35 Cultivate
36 Ruby or
Sandra
37 Ghostly
39 Sparkle
40 Slat
41 Mystique
42 Not e en once
43 First-aid
plant
44 Ski lift (hyph
45 Kings
address
47 Dow Jones
fig
49 Nine-digit ID
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Close lb lbwn!
Just Listed Remodeled
Todd Rd. $72,500

Like Country Living!
1930 Doores Trail
County Line $69,900

4117 St. Rt.121 S.
Totally Redecorated
$119,900

Great Location!
Southwest Villa
2121 Southwest $149,900

5 Acres!
Split Floor Plan
$149,900 86 Brookfield

Close To Water
And Ramp!
Cranfield $55,900

Newly Decorated!
1104 Vine
2 Bdrm $39,900

One Owner Home!
524 Shady Lane
2 Bdrm $63,900

In lbwn Almost New!
Move In Condition!
Call Today For Details

Just Listed!
Close To Lake!
43 Peacock $155,000

Need Acreage?
Call Us To View This
Beautiful Home $185,000

Great Rental Property!
2 Bedroom,$28,000
413 South 10th Street

Owner Has Moved Out Of
State And Wants Offer!

Waterfront!
With Extra Lots

Priced Below
Appraised Value

730 Waterway Trail
$179,000

Picture Perfect!
Hospital Area. 711 Elm
$89,900

Close To College!
3 Bdrms, Fenced Yard
$74,500

1

111111"11""1117'

Just Listed!
4 Bdrm,2 Ba., 2 Car Garage
1527 Bogus Rd.

Close lb Lake!
3 bdrm, 2 Car Detached
Garage Rowlett Rd $82,000

fiXe eotwetame Oif Sosemmiod
'
Rase State Sae's. Ara sonew
Lots Of Potential!
4 Bdrm,2 Baths
601 Vine $54,900

Perfect Weekender!
Close To Lake
Must See! $64,500

p11111111111111M111

Owner Wants Offer!
Lake Access! Kenianna
$45,000

comwouft,.
BANKea

Close lb Lake!

1ST Realty Group
When you think of real estate in Murray almost everyone says "I remember when Roberts Realty was on the corner of
Sycamore and S. 12th St." Well, part of Roberts Realty remains with all of us here at Coldwell Banker 1st Realty Group Inc.,
and today we want to welcome Anna Roberts Requarth as our New Principal Broker.

3 Acres! 3 Bdrms,3 Baths
7200 State Rt. 94 E.
$89,900

Anna began her career in real estate working for heffather,.Hoyt Roberts and T.O. Baucum in 1953. In the late 60's Hoyt,Ray,
and Anna moved to the corner of Sycamore and South 12th and erected the sign that many of us think of as the big house
billboard from our youth. In 1974 she became a licensed realtor working with her father and brother. Since then she has twice
served as President of our local Murray Calloway'County Board of Realtors®, has twice been named Realtor of the year, and
has served in every office of our local Board of Realtors®. In 1982 Anna bought Roberts Realty from her brother.
Campbell Estates!
Don't Miss This One!
New Carpet 2001
Rugby $169,900

Not many of us can say we have been in the same location almost 40 years or the same profession for that length of time so
when it comes to experience and success our hats are off to you Anna. Thanks for dedicating most of your life to the real estate
profession.
Coldwell Banker is 95 years young and one of the largest franchise Real Estate Companies in the world. So when you think
of real estate think of the professionals at Coldwell Banker 1st Realty Group Inc. Whether you are buying or selling give one
of our Realtors® a call. We are here to help you make a smooth transition!
Sincerely:

In Crawford's Landing
Lake Access!
4 Bdrms, 3 Baths
$169,900

4itt ot,c
4 II I

,_
',2f•rNAhC)

Vice President 1st Realty Group Inc.

An Artist Dream!

Southern Living Chassid
Over 6000 Sq. Ft. Of
Perfection. On The Water!

On Lake Barkley!
Breathtaking View
Surrounds Home!

*unity
Open Floor Plan
Martin Chapel $75,000

KentuckyLake Waterfront!
Priced Below Appraised
Value!

Glenda Ritchie
Vice President Realtor®
www.kylakeproperty.info

Shea Sykes

Anna Requarth
Principal Broker

Traci Markum
Office Manager

Some Retrievers Like

To Fetch Sticks.
Ours prefers houses.

Paradise on KY Lake!
5 Acres On The Water, Private
Dock. Reduced $249,000

Renee Wynn

April Roberts

Chuck Woods

Just Listed!
Old Shiloh Rd.
$33,500

1
0111114M11111'./.

Just UAW!
Beautiful Country Setting!
Justice Rd. $45,000

Incoming Producing!
2 Licirm Each bide
$102,000 400 Northwood

Great Location!
Move in Condition
703 Goodman $75,900

Great Family Hamel
533 W. Wiswell
$77,500

Weekend Retreat!
On Barkley Close To Water
In Cadiz. $52,000

(270) 753-1651 or (800) 455-1651
414 South 12th Street(Corner of 12th and Sycamore)

Kadin= Da
Lake Access
REDUCED!$72,900

